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ABSTRACT

The objectives of this practicurn are: (1) to synthesize

relevant concepts, developnent theories, and approaches in a

context consistent with regional economic developrnent in the

Parkland Region; (2) to analyze the organizational structure

and approach adopted by the Parkland Regional Development Cor-

poration in its effort to promote effective regional econornic

developrnent; (3) to provide a natural Tesource inventory to

aid in the analysis and identification of development dynamics

in the Parkland Region.

Regional economic development is a contiüuing process.

The najor conponents of this framework that rnust be considered

include: (a) The need for a research phase to identify infor-

mation needs for plan formulation, monitoring and evaluation;

(b) the creation of a formal rnechanism for the implementation

of development programs; (c) the design of a strategy for co-

ordinating regional development programs.

Regional economic development has many different facets,

and to learn from both theory and practice, one must examine

the goals to be achieved. Economic development in arry region

should be considered in terms of the underlying factors that

determine the type of developnent appropriate to the economy

and social needs of the people in a particular region. Irnportanû

to regional development is the conceptual framework for planning

and the components in place to conduct regional development.

The Parkland Regional Developnent Corporation has functioned

for oyer a decade and continues to examine its role as an effectiye
-1



development body. Changing environmental, economic and

political factors are considered as are the changing social

needs with the Parkland Region. The Parkland Regional

Development Corporation has recently developed a strategy

for development in the Parkland Region. This study has been

done to assist this development process.

- 11
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preamble

The evolution of regions and approaches attempting to in-

fluence regional developrnent in Canada is an important issue

and has been extensively treated.l SimiIarly, rêgional land

use and development planning has been the subject of recent
?

overv]-ev/s.

The various components that may be considered as part ôf

the concept of Regional Development can be outlined as follows:

Regional development as an economic concept is
concered with the problens of disparities in
income, €ilployrnent, welfare and rates of growth
among regions. As a concept in geography, it
deals with the spatial structure of a country
as expressed in the distribution of people,
economic activities and communities, and with
the flows within and between regions. As an
environmental concept regional developrnent is
concered with releasing the potentials of the
natural and man-made environment for the enhance-
ment of the quality of life. Vi.ewed as a poli -
tical concept it has two related pre-occupations:
(i) the easing of tensions between have and have
not regions within a country, and (ii) the
fostering of 1oca1 participation in the process
of decision naking related to both the deyelopment
and environmental aspects of each region.J

1t. N. Brewi:s, Regional Econonic Policies in Canada (Toronto:
MacMillan, 19ó9); Department of Regional Econornic Expansions,
Salient Features for Federal Regional Development Policy

nada
(Montreal): Harvest House, 1972.) .

2t. Gertler, I. Lord, and A. Stewart, "Canadian Planning: The
Regional Perspective", Plan Canada, Vo1. 15, (Montreal: Harvest
House, 1975) , pp. 72-85; -D--W65FLer, "Developmental Planning in
Canada: The State of the Art and Emerging Patterns", Emerging
Patterns in Canadian Planning, ed. I. M. Robinson and Wl--T_.-Terks

tchinson and Ross, 1978).
3f. O. Gertler, Regional Developnent in Canada. (Paper presented
at the annual rneeting of the Canadian Association of Geographers,
St. John's, Newfoundland, August, 1969, p. 45. )
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Developrnent planning then is characterized by an integrated

approach affecting a variety of interrelated social, economic

and natural systems.

The inequality of income and employment opportunity within

as well as between provinces has long been one of the important

issues in the Canadian scene. There is widespread agreemen

that this inequality is too great to be acceptable, and federal,

provihcial, and local governments have in the past devoted a

great deal of effort to the development of programs to reduce it.

Regional economic disparity can be considered only within

a defined frame of reference. One may define economic disparity

as a state of affairs in which the economic conditions of large

gïoups of people or regions differs significantly, ovel time,

from those of other groups or r"gions.4 From a federal viewpoint

Canada has been divided into the Atlantic Region, Quebec Regioil,

Ontario Region and the Western Region. The provincial viewpoint

in Manitoba's case further breaks down the province into seven

econom1c reg].ons.

In its Second Annual Review

defined an "economíc region" as

geographic area that
in respect of one or

4tl. Menzies
of Papers,
o l-lããîtõha

Council of Canada

homogeneous
attributes.

, the Economic

<4.

is essentía77y
more important

, A Canadian Resource Policy Rea4çL__i Collection
(w
, 1976), p. I72.



Anong these rnay be included physical features
and resources, structure of economic activity,
market size, econornic performance, administ¡ative
jurisdiction, and sociã1 cultural features.5

The Manitoba Regional Developrnent Corporations which

represent the seven economic regions of Manitoba endorse the

definition of "region" established by the canadian council on

Rural Developnent. The Council states that:
a region is determined by reference to a large
number of political, social and economic factors
We regard a region as a territorial unit,
which occupies an intermediate position between
the 1ocal and national leve1s, comprises a net-
work of socio-economic activities focussed around
a centre and which is capable of self-development.o

For the purposes of this study the concept of. a region as defined

by the Canadian Council on Rural Development will be used.

The present Regional Developnent Corporation boundaries,

also to be used in this report, rtrere deternined by economic

considerations, to a certaín extent by existing administrative
boundaries and by the wishes of member municipalities, who felt
they had a common interest.

In recognition of the fact that the provinces are increa-

singly assuming the central role in regional planning the following

5'-
.ECOnOm]. C

Sus ta i ned
Pr inter,
6L̂anacllan
Reyiew:
The Queen

Council of Canad.a, Second Annual Review, "Towards
and Balanced Economic Growth" (Ottawa: The Queents1965), p. 98.

Council on Rural Development, "Second Report and
Some Major Problems in Regional Developrnent" (0ttawa:
's Printer, 1965), p. 36.



study will view in general some aspects of the theory and

practice of a Regional Development Corporation in Manitoba.

L .2 Prob lern and I ts Setting

I.2.I Statement of the Pz'obLen

Regional Development Corporations in Manitoba are responsi-

b1e to thei'r regions for planning and developrnent. The Regional

Developnent Corporations are involved in "grass roots" planning

by involving 1oca1 people in discussions of developmental issues

and attempting to reach a consensus on issues affecting the

regional communi ty.7

The Regional Development Corporations are responsible for

expediting the total resource development (developrnent of physi-

ca1 economic and human resources) in the region by:

1. Identifying the needs of the region through
research, continuing dialogue with indivídua1s,
organi zations, interest groups, and 1ocal
governments in the region;

2. Researching these needs and opportunities;

3. Documenting the needs and opportunities in
an appropriate forrn;

4. Mobilizing the resources necessary to ensure
that these regional needs are resolvçd and/or
regional oporîunities are developed.B

TManitoba Regional Developrnent Corporations, "Submi
Seyen Regional Development Corporations in Manitoba
Regional Development Conrnittee of the Government of
(January 1975), p. 9.

SManitoba Regional Developrnent Corporation, p. 10.

ssion by the
to the
Manitoba"
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n

Manitoba Regional Developrnent Corporations represent an

important part of the overall development framework. These

corporations can provide an avenue for encouraging 1oca1 par-

ticipation in planning for opportunities.

The problems that this study will address stem partially

fron the previously stated responsibilities and partia1-t.y from

the difficulties faced by the Parkland Regional Developrnent

Corporations (PRDC) in maintaining a role in the overall region-

aI development process.

L.2.2 The Study Area

The Parkland Region boundaries used in this study are the

proposed boundaries of the Manitoba Development Corporations

(Map 1). Parkland Region includes that portion of the province

of Manitoba which borders on Saskatchehran and which is mainly

north of Riding Mountain Park, but including the park, south

of the 53rd para1le1 and west of Lake Winnipegosis and Manitoba

(Map 2). A more comprehensive physical and economic descrip-

tion of the region will be presented in Chapter 3.

L.2.3 Study Goals and 0bjectiues

The objective of this study is to put into perspective the

present economic development strategy of the Parkland Regional

Development Corporation, identifying problems ín the development

approach and to provide information which rnay be used for

regional planning and analysis.

The concerns of this study are reflected in the following

set of objectives:

1. To synthesize relevant concepts, developrnent
theories and approaches in a context consistent
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\,ùith regional econolnic development in
the Parkland Region;

2. To anaLyze the organizationa1- structuïe and
approach adopted by the Parkland Regional
Development Corporation in its effort to
promote effective regional economic development.

3. To provide information through the provision
of a natural resource inventory to aid in the
analysis and identification of development
dynarni cs .

1.3 Justification for Study

The need for planning and evaluation of regional economic

development is well documented.9 Regional policy questions

relating to regional economic growth and income redistribution

requires a considerable amount of up-to-date information to

pernit effective policy formation.l0 Ho""lr"t, while regional

development corporations are responsible to their regions for

regional developnent planning they lack adequate staff to con-

duct research. The PRDC has indicated the need at the present

tirne for infornation on its regionf s natural resource base.

Also, ãt the time of this practicumrs original proposal, the

Department of Regional and Economic Expansion was assembling

information with the objective of describing the southern rural

region of Manitoba, the Parkland part of this.

9i,. Gertler, I. Lord, and A. Stewart, "Canadian Planning".

10"r. A. MacMillan, et. ãr., Manitoba Interlake Area: A Regional
Developrnent Evaluati-on r-T-Ânes, Iowa : Iowa University Press,
1975), p. 3.
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It was indicated at thêt tirne that a natural resource inventory

of the region would conplement the information collected on

the people and their communities of that area.

A survey of members of the Parkland Regional Development

Corporation, conducted by J. A. MacMillan in L977, revealed a

perceived need for a development planning thrust centering on

jobs, resource development and quality of transportation services

While the concept of Regional Developnent Corporations has

been generally accepted as both useful and important to the

process of regional economic developnent, their credibility
has often been questioned by its member municipalities as well

by higher 1eve1s of government. This credibility question has

recently resulted in the dernise of the West-Man Regional Develop-

ment Corporation centred in Brandon. It is for this reason that

the organizational and structural approach of the PRDC will be

reviewed in a search for rnethods to provide a broadly acceptable

and credible approach to regional economic developrnent.

I.4 Approach to the Study

The importance of both the information needs and the opera-

tional approach to regional economic developnent haye been

identified by the Parkland Regional Development Corporation. To

achieve the objectives of this study a literature review will
be conducted to obtain information on the Parkland Region and

also the concepts and theories of regional economic development.

The study begins with a review of releyant concepts and theories

to present a more systernatic process of deal,ing with regional

economic development problems. The third chapter presents an
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overview of the region and its existing social and economic

conditions along with a detailed description of the region's

natural resource base.

In the final section the present management approach of

PRDC will be reviewed. This review will attempt to identtfy
some of the operational difficulties posed by regional economic.

development problems in the Parkland Region.

Inforrnation sources will include the private sector, govern-

ment and university. Resource data will be sought mainly frorn

resource managers in various government departments. Indivi-
duals representing a cross-section of interests will be inter-
viewed to raise possible concerns about the present development

approach and to rnake suggestíons to aíd the PRDC in its task

of providing an important link in the regional economic develop-.

ment process.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVTEW

The obj ective of this chapter is to describe the theory

and practice of the regional development plocess in a manner

which will provide useful insight to the PRDC

2.I History of Regional Development Approaches in Canada

Government recognition of regional disparity essentially

came about during the Great Depression of the 1930's. It was

during this time that government agencies proposed a develop-

rnental solution to regional problems. Early govet'nment responses

consisted of programmes ained at irnproving rural land use. The

Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Agency (PFRA) was created in 1935.

PFR.:{ was designed on the assumption that inproved resource use

practices and physical resource investment would contribute

to the depressed rural areas of that time.1

By the 1950's, regional disparities sti11 persisted;

programs such as PFRA generally did not have great impact on

the rural poor. It was during this time,because of the politi-.

cal atmosphere of the d^y, that important developments at the

federal 1eve1 affecting regional development policy occured.

The most significant steps in the formulation of a regional

development policy was the establishrnent in 1957 of the Senate

Special Conmission on Land Use in Canada. One of the recommen-

dations by the Special Committee of the Senate on Land Use

1 Paul Nickel and Ian Gil1ies, Regional Developrnent in Manitoba
Interlake: Two Perspectives (Wi titute,

7), p.5.
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r¡/as that a j oint Federal -Provincial Program be instituted to

deal with areas of greatest need, and that appropriate action

pïograms be planned and developed.2 This investigation 1ed

to the Agricultural Rehabilitation and Developnent Act (ARDA)

in 1961, whose objectives lÌere to deal with problems of low

incorne arising out of technological changes in agriculture,

and to develop a national strategy of agricultural development.

Separate from the rural development policies, the Depart-

ment of Industry Act of 1963 set up the Area Development

Agency (ADA) with the purpose of providing incentives

for industrial izat:'on in certaín ut"ur.3 The

ADA inducements had two najor failings: the rigidity by which

incentives were restricted to manufacturì-ng and the tendency

of capitaT-intensive firms to take advantage of the grants.

In 19ó6, the emphasis of ARDA shifted from strictly agri-

cultural problems to a more comprehensive assessment of rural

society, including social as well as economic problems. An

act creating the Fund for Rural Economic Development (FRED)

was passed to give financial support to this nehl trend in

regional economic developrnent under ARDA. Local rural develop-

ment comrnittees were constituted to participate with the authori-

ties in devising comprehensive plans for designated areas. FRED

2f. N. Brewis, "Regional Developnent in Canada in Historical
Perspectives", in N. H. Lithwick, Reg1o4a1 Economic Policy: The
Canaãian Exgerience (Toronto: McGr ) ,
p. 2I8.

"D. Todd, "Regional Intervention in Canada and the Evolution
of Growth Center Strategies" in Journal of Growth and Cþenge.
(January 7977, p. 30).
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signaled a change in official attitudes, away from assisting

pockets of unemployed labour by conventional subsidy, toward

comprehensive functional area plannirrg.4 In 1965, the

Area Development Incentive Act (ADIA) had been introduced

to provide financial incentive for industries to locate in

depressed regions.5 I.t the Atlantic provinces the Atlantic

Development Board (ADB) was created to prepare a regiona

development p1an. After a change in goveTnment, the Atlantic

Development Board was empowered to prepare, in consultation

with the Economic Council of Canada, âr overall co-ordinated

plan for the prornotion of the economic growth of the region.

Attention was directed to the examination and financing of

spec:if ic proj ects, and the advisory and planning function

became subsidiary. The ADB became the Atlantic Development

Council in 1969 and adopted a spatial planning thrust.

The need for a more comprehensive approach to planning

and for greater coordination betÍ/een rural and industrial
development packages was recognized by the federal govern-

r".rt I In 1969 the Regional Development Incentir¡es Act was

passed and incentives previously controlled by ARDA, FRED, and ADA

4 ,. Todd, rg77, p. so.

t n. Nickel, and I. Gil1ies, p. 9.

u o. Todd , rg.7, p 3L.
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vrere incorporated under one regulating body, the Department

of Regional Economic Expansion (DREE).

lhe Department of Regional Economic Expansion is now

the main actor in regional development in Canada. Established

ín 1969 as a hybrid of various existing federal agencies,

DREE. had by L973 moved toward a "growth centre" approach to

regional development.T ffris approach de-emphasized an earlier

focus on rural poverty and instead placed emphasis on creating

employment in designated areas. DREE's main role focussed

around employment creation and jobs were regarded as the main

measure of economic success. As a result of criticism, DREE

was reorganized and decentralized in L973. Subsequently the

Department has entered into General Deyeloprnent Agreements

(GDA's) with all provinces. This change reflects "a search

for a more comprehensive or multi-dirnensional approach to

regional developrnent."S The focus has now been to decentralize

planning, adrninistration, and implementation from 0ttawa to the

regions and provinces. Provinces are responsible for designing

their own regional developnent structure.

Lack of a comprehensive theory of economic growth and

development adds difficulty to formulating developrnent p1ans.

7 y¡. B. Rees, Development and Planning North of 60 Degrees:
Past and Future, Theme Paper: Second National Workshop on
People, Resources, and the Environrnent North of ó0o (Edmonton:
1978) , p. 12.

8Canadian Council on Rural Development, "A Development
Strategy for the Mid-North of Canada" (0ttawa: The Queen's
Printer, 1976) , p. 36.
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However, a nurnber of partial theories of economic growth are

available which focus on major forces of economic change and

growth. Among these relevant theories for regional growth

and. development are export base or staples theory,

location theory, sector theory, cumulative causation

theories and several theories of production investment,

publ ic f inance, and rural interdep".rd".,." . 
9

2.2 Theories of Regional Development

A brief oyerview of regional developrnent theory is given

by J. . rì.. Barnard et. a7. The export base or staples

theory of growth enphasizes the growth of regional exports as

the main force of economic growth. The staples theory focuses

on the growth in dernand for the regions exports as the prirnary basis

for long-Tun regional growth and short-run regional fluctuations.
Closely related to the staple theory and the production of goods

for which the region has an advantage. Location theory

is concerned with the location factors of firms,

groups of firns, and the location patterns of production and

specialization of sets of activities. The sector theory of
economic growth is concerned with advances in technoloEy,

increasing per capita incomes, and changing rates of sector ex-

pansion arising from the relative income elasticity of the out-

put of various sectors, with emphasis focused on the forces of

9.1. R. Barnard, J. A. MacMillan, W. R. Maki, Evaluation Models
for Regional levelopment Planning, Dept. of Agffics

the Regionaf Science Associatí-on,
Volume XXIII, p.I2I.
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growth internal to the region. Theories of production and

investment are concerned with describing the production and

investnent process. Formulations of production and investment

theory expresses expansion of productive activity as a functíon

of capital accumulation, technical progress and labour produc-

tivity. Relevant production costs, accessibility to markets,

and attractlveness of a region are not only dependent upon

the investment of the private sector but also upon the expendi-

ture of the public sector in social overhead capital. The in-

terdependence of the rural-urban sectors is important where aô-

tivities are intertwined in the region's production, consumption,

investnent and trading processes. Finally, cumulative causation

theory has also had an influence on subsequent developnent in

regional growth theory. This theory stresses the curnulative

and self-reinforcing advantages of the initiall-y established

locations in the process of development, with particular stress

on the role of agglomeration and other external ".orroti"r.10
The usefulness of regional economic theory depends upon its

practical application to specific types of regions. The first

problem to be identified in this case is the cause of regional

disparities and the region's potential areas of grorvth.

10

Wi
t{. W. Richardson, Regional Growlh Theory, (Toronto: John
1ey and Sons , 19 7 3I; p .W:
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2.2.I ?t,igin of, RegionaL Disparity

Hoover feels we can bulld an understanding of spatial

and regional econonic problems on three facts of life:

1. natural resource advantage

Z. economies of spatial concentration

3. costs of transport and communication.ll

Although these basic facts do not directly express

social-cu1tura1 aspects, one should keep these aspects in nind.

The various theories of regional growth that might deal with

these problems are grouped by Sti1rve11.

1. those that consider growth to arise as a
result of resource reallocation;

2. those relatíng growth to the expansion
of the regionfs export base;

3. those that concentrate upon investment
in its relation with the growth of
capacity1' and

4. those that :oltider growth as a cumula-
tive process.

Stilwe11 ídentifies two sub-categories in the above; intra-

regional reallocation model$ and inter-regional reallocation

models. Both rest upon factor mobility as the rnechanism pro-

ducing differences between regions in the rate of economic

growth, usually measured in per capita income. He states that.

the first suggests the rate of growth will be fastest in those

11e .U. Hoover, An Introduction to Regional Econornics (New York: '

Alfred A. Knopf
IZp. J. B. Stilwe11, Regional Economic Policy (Toronto: MacMillan,
1972) , p.30.
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areas where the internal allocation of resources is the greatest.

Any nisallocation of resources is corrected by resources rnoving

from sectors offering below-ayerage return to those offering
aboye average returns. Inter-regional reallocation directly
follows from the assumptions that a set of regional economies

will be in equilibriun only when factor price/productivity
ratios are identical in all regions.

In direct contrast to this equilibrating situation are the

disequilibrating concepts known as cumulative causation theories.

Richardson points out that the play of forces in the rnarket

normally tends to increase, rather than to decrease, the inequali-
ties between regions. Market forces lead to the clustering of
increasing return on activities in certain areas of a nation.

Regardless of the initial location advantage, this build-up
becomes self-sustaining because of increasing internal and ex-

ternal economies at these centres of agglomeration. The limited
advantages of slow growth regions are insufficient to offset
those agglorneration advantages. Thus, the free trade of an

inter-regional system operates to the disadvantage of poor regions.,

inhibits industrialization and distorts their pattern of produc-

tion. Hence, economic growth is a disequilibrating pïocerr.13

How then do regional development theories aid in the deci-

síon naking process? It has been noted that the conceptual

foundation of current regional development efforts is actually
a mixed bag of tools where each one was developed to analyze

1fu W. Richardson, I973, p ?o
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a particular aspect of the conplex

or of particular types of economic

commonly discussed relevant bodies

theory, location theory and staple

2.2.2 Iheoz,etieaL SoLutions

structure of the economy

activi ry.\4 The most

of theory include trade

theory.

0f the basic theories Scott notes that trade and

location theory are suggestive, but not realIy helpful, for
their conclusions usually depend on the assumption that factor

input (the yarious kinds of labour, capital and enterprise) are

not rnobile among regions. A version of the staple theory is
found to be more useful, and is developed for its implications,

especially for declining t"gio.rr. 15

Trade theory accounts for the observed trade of goods and

money between regions. It produces conclusions in terms of
a region's comparative advantage in specializing in certain
activities. The theory explains or predicts which goods are

traded by observing the endowments of each region, and the pro-

ductive processes that are available to fully enploy each region'

endowment. 16

Location theory was developed out of the need to explain

and predict the location of economic activities. The theory

I4l . P. Francis and N. G. Pi1lai, Regional Developinent and Regional
Policy: Sone Issues and Recent Cán

154. D. Scott, "Policy for Decline Regions: A Theoretical Approach,,,
in N. H. Lithwick, Regional Economic Policy: The Canadian Experience
(Toronto: McGraw-Hi

1óR. D. Scott, in N. H. Lithwick, p . 48 .
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embraces three 1evels of observation:

1. location of a firm,

2. the location of groups of firms so they
will be in a stable competitive situation
in relation to each other, and

3. the location of sets of activities such
as different kinds of agricultural land
use in relation to each other so that all
activities bçAr a stable competitive
relationshipr /

Location theory usually considers transport and labour

costs, weight and bulk loss in nanufacturing, and size of

establ ishment, to suggest. where paTticular f irrns can best að,d

to that firm's profits. Theories of firm location can be grouped

into four categories according to the notiyation attributed

to the entrepTeneur taking the location decisions. These are:

1. rninirnizing costs,
2. maximizing revenue,
3. maximi zing prof it, and
4. satisficing.lö

Thus, a firm is seen as selecting a location by trading off

distance frorn raw materials and market against advantages in

terms of reduced costs of labour, resouTces and other factor

endowments.

In Sti1we1l's discussion of location theory, the most ob-

vious policy recoÍLmendations noted in studying industrial location

179. Berry, and F. Horton, Geographic Pgrspective o+.Urban
Systens (Ñðw Jersey: Prenti

18P. J. B. sti1wel1, p. 25.
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include:

1. to develop a system of taxes and incentive
which make the individual firm's profit
maximizing location synonymous with the social
optimum,

to assist location decisión-makers to perfect
their knowledge of both costs and revenues
in alternativõ sites.19

In the Canadian perspective and more specifically the

Parkland Region of Manitoba, the staple commodity appears to

offer the most helpful approach. The Parkland Region is

heavily reliant upon agriculture and trade related activities.

The various economic conditions of regions are explained, accor.-

ding to the staple approach, by the varying availability and

marketability of natural TesouTces. The staple approach offers

an explanation both of regional growth and of decline, in terms

of factor migration, export price, resource availability, and

20technology.' " Alternatively, the Economic Council of Canada

notes that the availability of certain TesourceS, such as good

agricultural land and other rnarketable natural resources may

explain part of the regional differences in income, but evidence

suggests that resources are of secondary inportance in determining

factors influencing the productivity of a region compared with

the combined effects of factors such as physical and human

capi taI, technol o¡y, and scale economi ., .2I

?

19p'. J. B. stilwelt,
201.. D. scott in N. H

21E.orro*i. Counc i1 o f
Regional Disparities

.

p. 27.

. Lithwick, p. 59.

Canada, Living Together: A Stlrdy of
(Ottawa: ices,
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The staple theory emphasízes migration of the factors of

production, arguing that factor endowment can better be explained

by factor rnigration than by loca1 generation. The staple theory

supposes that the declining marketability of a region's staples

generates a combination of 1ow income, high unemployment,

and high out-migration. 0n the other side, îactors come to a

region in response to the high returns offered by a staple

export; growth comes when advancing technology reduces unit

costs, or when expanding denand increases rates of return.2I

Leading frorn the 'theoretical aspects of regional dispari-

ties and growth models, one must next consider how to approach

regional development problems in specific regions.

2.3 The Practice of Regional Development

The practice of regional development depends upon a number

of interrelated factors. This section will attempt to outline

a planning framework that night be used to identify the more

general principles to be considered when approaching the working

concept of regional developrnent.

2.3.I RegionaL PLanning Frameuork

Ideal1y, a logical framework for regional planning would

include:

A set of objectives
Programs for achieving specified objectives
Techniques for measuring linkages between
programs and obj ectives
Ëvaluation of program success and failures .22

1.
)
3.

4.

ZLg. Berry and F. Horton, p. 96.
22W. R. Maki and J. A. MacMillan, Regional Systems for Develop-
rnent Planning in Manitoba, Researc
oT-Tgtiaul-ure, Uñiversity of Manitoba, Winnipeg, I970), p. iii
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Planning and eyaluation of regional econornic deyeloprnent

is important for two main rasons. First, a logical and systerna-

tic approach or process of dealing with problems is usually

more effective in the long term, than an ad hoc approach. The

second reason stems frorn the fact that regional problens are

constantly changing

An initial consideration that should be addressed prior

to setting objectives or planníng specific programs is the

concept of regionally balanced economic developnent as opposed

to an unbalanced development strategy.

The Economic Council of Canada suggests two main inter-
related considerations involved in moving towards more balanced

regional development:

1. The importance of reducing the relative dispari-
ties in average levels of income as they pre-
sently exi6t among the regions; and

2. The need to assure that each region contributes
to total national output, and to the sustained,
long-run growth of that output, oñ the basis of
the fullest and most efficient use of human
and material resources available to the t"gíon.23

The above considerations raise fundamental questions of an

idealogical nature concerning Canada's social and political

objectives as well as the interrelationship of its yarious

1eve1s of government.24

23E.orrori. Council of Canada, "Regional Growth and Disparities"
in N. H. Lithwick. Resional Economic Policy: The Canadian
Experience (Toronio . S.

24f. N. Brewis, Regional Economic Policies in Canada (Toronto:
MacMillan, 1969), p. 4.
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Further to the above considerations, the Econornic Council

has suggested that the concept of balanced development among

separate regions comprising the nations economy irnplies taking

account of such factors aS their location, physical aTea and

dimensj-ons of space, and other broad characteristics

Alternatively, Richard.son states that Regional growth is

almost inevitably unbalanced: some regions are better endowed

with resources than others; investment is lumpy, and many pro-

jects haVe to be undertaken on a large scale at a Very limited

number of locations (due to deinand constraints) to be econorni -

cal1y feasible, external economies provide a strong motive for

aggTomeration of industrial investment at selected locations;

markets aTe not distributed evenly, and this results in inter-

regional irnbalance in transport developrnent and rnarket oriented

industries. Thus, economic forces are l ike1y to lead to gro\^/th

being concentrated in a linited nunber of regions.25 The prin-

ciple of curnulative causation has been interpreted as being

nothing more than the existence of increasing returns

to scale (in the widest sense, ie: including external and

agglomeration economies ) in rnanuf actuting .26 Expanding thi s

concept to a regional development approach rnight be reflected

in a growth pole strategy.

25 n. w. Richardson,
Ltd. , 1969) , p. 367

2611. l^/. Richardson,

Regional Economics, (London: Camolot Press

Regional Growth. Theory, 1973, p. 30.
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2 .3 .I .I PoLicy fmpLieatì,ons

Given the lack of an exact and comprehensive theory of

regional development, planning should be viewed as a circular

process of progran formulation, implementation and evaluation,

and corresponding revision of plans and goals over time. The

circular nature of planning is emphasized by viewing the process

as ha.ving two major parts:

1. policy and program formulation, and

2 . research and evaluat ,.'on.27

The following section will view general policy implications.

The policy inplications of intra-regional resource realloca-

tion would suggest the emphasis be placed on increasing the

rnobility of factors between industry and occupations. The

inter-regional resouïce reallocation theory would suggest that

ernphasis be placed on increasing the rnobility of factors geo-
t8graphicali-y.''

sti1we11 discusses a second main approach to regional

growth emphas izing the effect of regional exports on regional

income. In the short-run, export expansion leads to increases

in regional income both directly and vi-a secondary effects on

the demand for locally produced goods and services. In the long

run, changes in the structure of the regional economy resulting

from capital and labour movements promote regíona1 growth.

27 l. R. Bernard, J A.

'P

R. Maki, p. 118.MacMillan, W

3T.28ç. J. B. sti1we11
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The policy inplications suggest measures to stimulate

export performance. Export subsidies are most common, but

other programs to lower production costs and thus output

price, such as capital or labour subsidies haye similar effect.
Policies of this type appear most useful in regions that have

a balanced industrial economy or at least growing industrial
activity in primary producing areas.

The growth centre approach has two possible rationales.

The first would imply that the peripheral backward areas outside

of industrial centres have no pïospects of survival except as

charity cases, and that they should be vacated. The second ar-

gument for a growth centre approach is that some of the effects

of economic improvement initiated in gror,üth centers will sprread

out to their less developed hinterlands or zones of influenc 
".29

This implies that a more sound approach to development is not

to uproot the rural base, but to indirectly promote the progress

of accessible growth centers. However, the "trickle down" theory

was felt to be inadequate in interlake experience in Manitoba.

Deyelopment impacts of a growth center strategy can be

grouped into two classes. First, the concentration of public

jobs in designated population centers would support a higher qua-

lity and wider range of choice in loca1 consumptíon goals by

stinulating sales in the growth center seryice sector.'Secondly,

if a designated center is provided with a high quality loca1

29n. M.Hoover, An Introduction to Regional Economics (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf
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goyernment infrastructure such as

recreation and protective services

attracting industTy are increased.

Regional economic development

four central issues:

schools, roads, sevrers,

, the centrets prospects for

prograrns generally involve

1. how wage and ernployment levels can be
measured in the context of area econornic
act ivity ;

2. how government expenditure promote increases
in area wage and ernplolrnent levels,

3. which combination of government expenditure
prograns create the largest increase in wage
and emp loyrnent 1eve1 s .

4. which combination of prograrns provides the
_ Iatgest economic benefit in the long run.

The most conmon approach to policy iinplementation has

been in the form of direct government investment or measures to

stimulate private investment through incentives of one forrn or

another.

2.3.I .2 Progz.am fmpLementation

There is a wide gap between theoretical solutions to
regiona1prob1emsandpractica1app1icationsoftheory.The

most important consideration in regards to defining objectives has

been noted by MacMillan. Professionals (government and university

3ow R. Maki and J. A. MacMillan, IgT0, p. 50.

31"i. A.MacMi1lan, chang-Mei Lu, c. F. Framingharn, Manitou"Interlake Area: A Resional Development ¡vatuãtloá TÃ-"t-Towa:
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based) involved in regional developrnent appear to be desi-gning,

delivering and studying regional development in ignorance of

regional goals and aspirationr.32 Without a set of conmonly

agreed-upon goa1s, regional development actíons have a low

probabilitY of success.

One attempt at regional economic development which should

be referred to is the ten year Canada-Manitoba Agreerent of 1966

covering the developrnent of the Interlake Area. Since this

time, many books have been written describing and evaluating

the approach taken.33 The success of the Interlake approach

Güï-de ïæã Interlake Planning Process (Winnipeg, Natural Resource

321. -A. MacMillan, The Need for Partnership in Regional Develop-
ment (Guelph: PaPer Presen

331. MacMillan and S. Lyon, The Interlake Experience: A Descrip-
tion and Evaluation of. a Rur

eg: UniversitY
oi Manitoba, I977). I. Gillies and P. Nickel, Regional Development
inManitobaísInter1ake:''ManagingandEva1uat

ResourceInsti-tute,Universityoflt{anitoba,
I977). Hedliñ-Menzies Economi-c Survey of the Interlakq_3ggipn-
of Mánitoba, (lVinnipeg

). P. Nickel, Confessions
oi planneís (Winnípeþ: Natural Resource Institute, Unîvë?si-ty-õT
nst itute, iversity of Manrtoba,

ManîTõ5 a, -T97 4) .
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is difficult to assess, although the many evaluations of the

plan will have an effect on future regional development plan-

ning. These evaluations will aid in developing an approach to

regional development !ùithin the Parkland Region.

I{ith reference to James lr{acMi11anrs, "The Interlake Ex-

perience: A Description and Evaluation of a Rural Development

Program, 1967-1977", MacMillan notes some interrelated factors

affecting development goa1s.

The socio-economic development spiral (Figure 1) is used

to illustrate the interrelation among factors affecting rural

development. MacMillan states that the degree of social and

economic development and change must rest upon, or can be

measured on the basis of the following components:

1. ResoLLvce base consists of peoplets ski11s;
physical resources of 1and, minerals, and
water; and basic infra-structure including
schools, hospitals, roads, energy sources,
and drains.

Resouree use and uz'ban-?ur'aL Li,nkages denotes
how the resource base is used to provide
economic and social necessities, i.e. jobs,
products grown, raised or manufactured, and
amount of basic resource used. For example,
acreage in crops and pasture, livestock
numbers, traffic counts, and student numbers
are measures of resource use. lt{igration and
trading patterns are critical in establishing
the roles of communities in the regional system.

Resouree inf oz,mation measures the 'paY-off t

to those using the basic resources. This
can be measured with statistics on such
things as income levels, quality of education,
variety and access to medical facilities,
and tax revenue.

Resource ì.mprouement measures the upgrading
of the human resource or improvement to the
physical resources to boost performance.
Measures include inprovement in training

?

3.

4.
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programs and their availability and use,
changes in acres of improved land, addi-
tions to street construqfion, drainage,
and road construction

As indicated in Figure 1, the relationship between resource use,

resource perfornance, and resource improvement is directly

correlated. Therefore, a change in one of these means an

alteration in the other affecting the development spiral.

However, there rnay be more than one strategy of attack to

achieve the desired goa1s. It has been mentioned that to achieve

community obj ectives of improved econornic and social conditions.,

planners rnight attempt first to assess the potential of the

resource base, oT they nay focus On resource uSe or resource

improvement of an under-uti1 ízed b"r".35

2 .3 .7 .3 Progz'am EuaLuation

As previously noted plan objectiyes need to be elaborated

upon to give a precise focus to the evaluation of development

programs. A great deal of controversy has aTisen over past

development progarrns in regards to the difficulty in evaluating

pïograms due to the lack of clear objectives. Problems of spe-

cifying objectives include:

1. Overlapping federal, provincial, and
loca1 government jurisdictions.

2. The arbitrary nature of any definition
of an "adequate" standard of living

3. The dependence of econornic growth in a
region on provincial and national economic
growth.

4. The problems of determining the trade-off
34J. MacMil
3 5"1 . MacMil

lan and S

lan and S

Lyon, pp.

Lyon, p. 1

12 -r4 .

5.
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between long*run and short-run benefit, 36

The use of rnodels has been noted as a useful approach

to the regional development planning process and in evaluating

alternative strategies. Simulation nodels illustrate quite

effectively important relationships between various activities.

These relationships can provide clues regarding the effective-

ness of different public policies and programs. Specifically,

the key relationships for measuring the effectiveness of public

policies and prograrns include the following:

1. Criteria for allocating public service
equal ízation grants.

2. Interdependencies between changes in the
level of development program expenditures
and tax revenues.

Inpacts of economic growth on revenues
frorn the tax system and of public service
expenditures upon area 1eve1s and distri-
butioni /

It is evzdent from the evaluation process alone that regional

policy questions relating to regional balance of environmental

quality, regional economic growth and income redistribution

requires considerable information to perrnit effective policy

formation.

3.

361. 
A

37w. 
R

MacMillan, Chang-Mei Lu, and C. F. Framinghan, p. 9

Maki and J A. MacMillan, p 55
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Z .3 .I .4 f nf onmatì.on Ne eds

Information needs for regional developnent planning include

data for defining regional development objectives and determining

the consequences of alternative development strategies.

Three general categories of information are noted below as

being irnportant to the process of regional developrnent.

1. A general diagnosis of disparities
made on the basis of a few carefully
selected indicators of regional develop-
ment. It appears in the literature that inter-
regíonal comparisons focus mainly upon the
aspect of regional income flows and their
chãnge over tine. Other regional development
measures include statistics on job vacancies,
earnings, return on investment, population
migration, per family consumption expenditure,
anã percentáge of national market accounted for
by regional industries.

2. For effective public choice and fornulation
of development strategies, considerable re-
gional economic analysis is required to
quantify and explain the inpact of alternative
policies on regional development indicators.

3. Qualified regional projections are essential
in providing an indication of future job,
incóme, and- services disparities . Jö

A nurnber of factors appear to contribute to inter-regional varía-

tions in income. Income disparities arise from differences in

comparative 1eve1s of manpower utilization, the educational

attainment of the labour force, the use of physical

capitaL, and also influences such as industrial structuTe,

natural resources, and population concentratio.r.59

t8r. 
R . Maki and J. A. MacMillan, p.

S9E.orrori. Council of Canada in N. H

51.

Lithwick, p. 3.
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A specific objective of this study is to provide a des-

cription of the Parkland Region's natural resource base. This

information as presented in chapter 3 will add an important

component to the overall information necessary in

the regional development planning process.

2.4 Summary on Theory and Practice

In surnmarízing the theoretical and practical aspects o.f

regional development planning one rnight visualize the overall

process as depicted in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2: PLANNING FRAMEWORK

FEDERAL PROVINCIAL LOCAL

ir¡trs/
{.t

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES €== REGIONAL DEVELOPI'IENT AGENCIES

ORGANIZE SYSTEMATIC APPROACH

.tt
ASSESSMENT OF INFORN{ATION NEEDS

AND PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES'

PROGRAM DESIGN

IMPLEMENTATION

EVALUATION
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Understanding the conceptual underpinnings of regional develop

ment planning is a pre-requisite to the identification of both

the causes and effects of potential problems. As a corol-l-aty

to this it is necessary to examine the application of this theory

in practice. Once a theoret.ical rnodel has been adopted

to account for growth, the next stage in the planning

framework is to take into consideration the goals and aspira

tions. of the three 1evels of government. These conceTns can

then be considered as inputs into the policy making process in

the adoption of specific objectives for a management body working

in the region. With well defined goals and objectives outlined,

a systematic approach to development can then be constructed.

The importance of such an approach is to introduce basic consi-

derations into each regional program so that a logical course

of action follows. If a systernatic approach is adopted the

changing needs and conditions affecting a region can be consi-

dered and incorporated in the overall regional development process.

The importance of research and a sound information base

cannot be overemphasized. Policy formulation and development

decisions are only as good as the infornation upon which they

were made. Moreover, program design and irnplementation

is dependent upon a good information base. Prograrn inplementation,

however, has budgetary constraints imposed upon it making it

critical that support frorn all levels of government be given.

The input from each level of governnent remains a critical

factor in each stage of any regional developrnent approach. In

order for a regional development program to be effective its

objectiyes and goals must be well defined and understood by all

concerned. An important point that must be recognizeð is the
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f.act that regional development problems will always exist.

Acknowledging this fact, the starting point is to first con-

struct a framework that introduces each critical in-

put, followed by the development of a systenatic approach to

deal with specific regional þroblems.
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3.1

CHAPTER 3

THE PARKLAND REGION

General Overview

The seven development regions of Manitoba comprise the

province's total land area of slightly greater than 518,000

square kiloneters. 0f this total area the Parkland Region

accounts for approximately 25,000 square kílometers. The

Parkland Region as previously noted, lies west of Lake }{anitoba

and Lake Winnipegosis, north of but including Riding Mountain,

south of the 53rd para11e1 and borders on Sasl<atchewan.

The total population of the region in 7976 I^Ias 54,027

person or about five percent of the population of Manitoba. l

Approxirnately sixty percent of the people in the Parkland

Region live in rural areas or in settlements of less than 500

persons, the rest of the population is concentrated in and

around the towns of Grandview, Roblin, Russell, Ste. Rose du Lac,

Swan River and Dauphin.

At the nunicipal 1evel, there are eighteen rural munici-

palities as well as four loca1 government districts. In the

Parkland Region there are nine villages and six towns. The

Parkland Region is not congruent entirely with federal or

provincial electoral boundaries nor does it coincide with

Statistics Canada Census Division or provincial planning regions

lsa"ristics are generally
last major Canada Census.
have been provided where

aya i1 able
Updated s

available.

for 797I, the date of the
tatistics in certain areas
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The natural resource base of the region consísts of

agriculture, forestry, tourisrn and recreation, mining and

fish and wi1d1ife.

3.2 Economic Indicators

The purpose of this section is to sketch the basic pattern

of economic activity within the Parkland Region. General

trends are identified and, more specifically, data on popul.a-

tion, labour force, €flployment and occupation are presented

to outline the regions economic structure.

The Parkland region lost a relatively high proportion of

its population between 196ó and I976. The distribution of

Parkland population over this period is illustrated in Table 3-1.

TABLE 3-1: PARKLAND REGION POPULATI0N DISTRIBUTI0N 1966-I976

19 66 I97 7 797 6

Farm Popul atíonz

Urban

Rural Non-Farm

TOTAL:

28,456

L7 ,043

16,644

62,r43

22,8I6

77,600

15,ó89

5ó,105

16,988

18,397

L8,642

54,027

SOURCE: DREE
r97 6

unpublished report
Census figures).

(Data from 1966, I97 1 and

2ruOfE: For the 1966 and 1971 Census, a census-farm was defined
as a farm, ranch or other agricultural holding of one acre oT
more with sales of agricultural products, during the 12 nonth
period prior to the Census, of $50 or more; the dollar value
for L976 Census was raised to $1,200 or more.

It should be noted, therefore, that this definition change
could have an effect of reducing farm population.
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As illustrated by the population figures in Table 3-1,

in the ten year period between 1966 -I97 6 the tota\ population

has declined by 8,11ó persons or approximately thirteen percent.

I,,Vhif e both the Urban and Rural Non-Farm population has increased,

farm population has dropped 40 percent. This change is par-

tiai-ly due to a change in the definition of Farm Population.3

Other Teasons would include increasing farm sizes with a cor.-

responding decrease in population needed to Tun these farns.

This is a direct result of changing agriculture technology and

economic considerations.

While approxirnately 60 percent of the total population

lives in rural areas or settlements of less than 300 persons'

the remaining non-farm populations are concentrated in six

trading centres with populations of 1,000 or more (Tab1e 3-2).

TABLE 3-2: PARKLAND TRADING CENTRES I{ITH 1, OOO OR MORE
PERSONS IN T976

1966 797 r t97 6

Dauphin

Grandview

Robl in

Russell

St. Rose du Lac

Swan Riyer

TOTAL:

8,655

998

L,617

1 , 51.1

792

3r470

8,891

967

r,753

r,526

818

3 ,645

9,109

1,013

r,97r
r,97r
1,038

3,742

17,043 17,600 18,397

SOURCE: DREE unpublished report (Data fron 196ó, 1971 and I976
Census figures).

3S"u footnote 2
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Of the population in the Parkland Region the total labour

force in IgTL was 2I,I30 persons. Employment in the prinary

sector of the economy (agriculture, forestTy, fishing and

trappitg, and rnining) accounted for 40 percent of employment.

Approximately 8,000 jobs or 38 peïcent ldere in the agriculture

sector. Manufacturing industries account for three percent

of the experienced labour force and the service industries

for a total of 35 peïcent, with seventeen percent in community

serVices, twelve percent in trade, five percent in public

adninis tration, and one percent in f inance and ins.rr"nce.4

Gross output at market prices is widely considered to

be the best indicator of the overall performance of the

economy associated with the existing human and

natural ïesources bases.l The Parkland Region, with

five percent of Manitoba's total population in I97I accounted

for 4.4 percent of the fi4,784 inillion provincial output

(Tab1e 3-3).
TABLE 3-3.. TOTAL

MAJOR

SECTOR MANTTOBA
Total Output Percent of

PARKLANDS REGION
Total Output Percent of

OUTPUT AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL OUTPUT BY

SECTOR, PARKLANDS REGION AND MANITOBA, I97I.

($ 'ooo) Gross Output ('0oo) Gross Output

Primary Resources
Construction
Ibnufacturing
Trade
Transportatíon
Service
Gross Output

908 ,000
671,000

1 ,31 0,000
1 ,318 r ooo

270,793
306,22r

4 1784,0L4

18. 97
14.02
27.38
27.55

s .66
6.42

100 .00

6r,r24
19,200

7 ,96r
92,209
17 ,220
I2,70r

zr0,4L7

7q nq
9.L2
3.78

43.82
8.18
6 .04

100.00

: Parklands Region pohrer Study, Vol . I I
4Manitoba Department of Industry and Conrnerce, Regional_Analysis-Program:
Southern lrdanitoba, Regional Development Branch(ltlimipeg: 1975), p. 12.

SParklands Region lvlanpower Infqlq4!ign-9!g4l, Volune II ltrorking Papers,
J tY of Nlanitoba, P. 88'
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The trade sector in the Parkland Region has a total out-

put of $92 rniflion or 44 percent of the regional tota1, followed

by primary resources making up 29 percent of the gross regional

output. The output of trade and agriculture sectors together

accounted for 73 percent of total regional output. The Parkland

Manpower Study notes that the economic growth prospects of

the regionai economy aïe highly dependent upon agricultural

production which, in turn, affects the trade sector.

Dauphin is the largest manufacturing centre in the Parkland

Region with approxirnately seventeen f irrns providing 2I8 jobs.

Swan River follows Dauphin as the second Iarge manufacturing

centre with eleven firms providing II4 jobs. Roblin is the

third largest manufacturing centre with eight firns providing

87 jobs. Within the region as a whole there are approximateLy

65 manufacturing industries which provide a total of 600 jobs.6

0f these firms 45 percent are involved in the food and beverage

industry.

If incorne can be used as an economic indicator of regional

disparities, it should be noted that the average fanily in the

Parkland Region earned less than $5,800 in 1971, $gO0 below the

aveïage for Southern Manitoba.T Another breakdown of incomes by

6nRef unpublished report (infornation collected by
toba Department of Industry and Cornmerce , I977 .)

the Maní-

TManitoba Departrnent of Industry and Comrnerce, Regional Analysis
Prograrn: Regional Developrnent Branch (Winnipeg: 197 5 ) , p . TZ .
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c1ass, as r4re11 as by region within Manitoba clearly indicates

the Parkland Region as having the lowest average family income

(Tab1 e 3-4) . This table also indicates the Parkland Region

as having the highest proportion of farnilies and households

in the lowest income bracket.

In reviewing the general trends occuring in the Parkland

Region, the rnost noted change was in population. The Parkiand

Region lost thirteen percent of its population in the last ten

yeaïs. Total employment remained static, whereas in all other

regions total employment increased. This trend has been attri-

buted to a high rate of job displacernent in agriculture and lower

than average rates of cornpensating job creation in manufacturing

and tertiary industries. There was also a strong novement of

population and tertiary activity towards the regional centres

of Dauphin and Swan River, together with market centres such

as Roblin. It should also be noted that the population centres

in the region are characterized by an interdependence of loca1

services. For example, Swan River and Russel serve aS inter-

mediaries between the Yorkton region in Saskatchehlan and the

Brandon region in Manitoba. Residents may also travel a distance

of 350 rniles or more to Winnipeg rather than to the local centres

for nany services. This results in a great deal of money leaking

frorn the 1ocal economies within the Parkland Region

3.3 The Natural Resource Base

The description of the natural Tesource base in any par-

ticular regíon serves many important functions. An overview

ñtdNtt/EnììR¡
'- 'v/ /-,-.¡.of the natural resource base is useful in an historíc



Region Development CorpoÌation Region
ffiÍ rnterlake Norman t4¡"rlrgg Manitoba

Number Number - N,-b.r t¡umber Number Number Number Number Number

Incone of of of of of of of of of
class House- per- House- per- House- per- House- Per- House- Per- House- Per- Ilouse- Per- House- Per- House- Per-
(dolrars) hords cent hoLds cent hotds cent hords cent holds cent holds cent holds cent holds cent holds cent

'zA'7
3,îOO-3,9gg I,g24 :r2.2 1.697 13.4 I,I72 12-3 4,26-1 12.7 r'67r 11.r l'449 11.0 1,154 6-4 15.78O 8.4 29'rLA 9'4

4,OOO-4,ggg 1,309 8.3 1,322 10.4 832 A.7 3,109 8.8 1,315 A.7 L,103 8'4 1,157 6'4 L4,66O 7'8 24'807 8'1

5,000-5,999 1,113 7.O I,O43 A.2 737 7-7 2,63L 7.5 r,273 8.5 g74 7.4 I'224 6-7 13'406 7.r 22'4OI 7-3

6,000-6,999 926 5.9 7Ag 6.2 659 6.9 2,42L 6.9 I,167 '7.7 809 6.2 I'2A7 '7-L 13'859 7.3 2l'9I7 7'1-

7,OOO-7,gg9 73O 4.6 686 5.4 504 5.3 1,97'7 5.6 I,O2g 6.8 769 5.9 r'3I2 7-2 13'955 7-4 20'962 6'8

8,OOO-8,999 609 3.8 495 3.9 42O 4.4 I,723 4.g 860 5.1 729 5.5 L'423 7.8 l3'7L6 7.3 19'975 6'5

g,o¡o-g,ggg 453 2.g 391 3.1 376 3.9 I,406 4.o 645 4-3 590 4.5 1,48I a-2 12,113 6'4 17,455 5'7

19,oo0-11,99g 667 4.2 4g5 3.g 539 5-7 2,043 5.8 893 5.9 851 6.5 2,092 tr.5 19'607 10'4 2'7,IA7 8'8

t2,oo0-I4,999 558 3.5 4It 3.3 386 4.O 1,638 4.7 652 4-3 665 5.1 1,866 10.3 17,868 9'5 24,044 7'8

I5,o0o+ 413 2.6 2gI 2.3 333 3.5 1,304 3.7 52o 3.5 545 4.I 1,764 9-7 18'931 10.0 24.Iol 7'a

TOTAL !5,A24 ;1OO-O t2,672 ÌOO.O g,54g lOO.O 35,159 IO0.O 15,065 100.0 13,L42 100.0 18,157 1OO.O 188'634 100'0 3OA.2O2 100'0

AVERAGE TNCoME 4,600 4,740 5,22L 5,42A 5,550 5'580 a'I4'1 8'225 7 
',233

TÀBLE 3-4 
j

Distribution of rncomesa o{ Manitoba Tax-Filing
Families and Households- by Region, 1971

arncrudes only income for tax purposes. Major excruded components of income are: family allowance payments, guaranteed income supprement, unemploy-

ment insurance, social assistance, and capiiar gains. tncomã incrudes that received in 1970 as wages and salaries, net income from business or pro-

fessional practice and/ot net farm income.

hDExcrudes peopre who clo not file tax returns but may have income. where two or more famity members both file, incorne are combined.

souRCE: charles Kang, Economic Analysis croup, cabinet planning secretariat, "Distribution of rncomes of Manitoba Tax-Fiting Families and rndividuals
by Region, 1971", Månitoba, 1973.

Parkland Region Man.power rnformation Study, Vol. II' p. l-36'

Þ
(¡l

I
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educational context as well as providing a framework for resource

development planning. This section will identify the existence

and capabilities (in a broad sense) of resources in the Parkland

Region, as well as documenting the extent to which these resources

are being utilized.

The information describing the resource base has been

abstracted from various literature sources. General data has

been compiled from Census Canada. A portion of data for the

agriculture sector was abstracted from unpublished works pre-

sently being conducted by the Departrnent of Regional Economic

Expansion. The bulk of the inforrnation in this section, however,

has been provided by the Planning Division of the Department

of Renewable Resources and Transportation Servic"r. S

The following section proceeds with a description of the

Natural Resource Base of the Parkland Region including agricul -

ture, forestry, fish and wild1ife, mining and outdoor recreation.
3.3.L Agz,icultuz,e

5.3.1.1 Resource Base

The agricultural capability of the Parkland Region is pre-

sented in Map 3-I. This map is a portion of a modified capability
map prepared by Canada Land Inventory (C.L.I.) for Agro-Manitoba.

The CLI classification divides mineral soils into seven

classes based on limitations for Agricultural use. Genéra11y,

classes 1-3 are capable of sustained production of common field
crops, class 4 soils a physically narginal for sustained

8W. P. Barto and C. G. Voge1. Information Package Agro-Manitoba,
Planning Division, Manitoba Dep
and Transportation Seryices (unpublished).
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production, class 5 soils are capable of permanent pasture

and hay, class 6 soils are suitable for wild pastures on1y,

class 7 Soils aïe not arable and aTe unsuitable aS permanent

pasture 1and.

For illustration on lr{ap 3-1, lands with high capability

generally includes classes I-3, land with moderately high

capability are class 4, lands with moderate capability are

class 5 and lands with low capability are classes 6 and 7.

These designatíons aTe general and no description is made of

exact lirnitations of any specific site. Map 3-2 has been

provided to identify generalized soil types in the region.

Two sub-divisions of the Manitoba Lowlands occur with

slightly different physical and soil characteristics which over

tine have resulted in different farrning types and land use'

They are the Swan River Plain and the Va11ey Ríver Plain

(Dauphin Area). A substantial amount of water-borne parent

material riras deposited in these two areas with the result that

soil profiles are much deeper, and the land is gently sloping

and well drained in comparison to the rest of the Manitoba

Lowlands Region. These two soil regions compare with the best

in Manitoba in terms of crop production and fertility.

The western uplands comprised of the Riding, Duck and

Porcupine Mountains consist prirnarily of glacial and moraine

shale bedrock which contacts the surface in this aTea. Hence,

there is substantial_l_y more shale in the soil parent material

than there is limestone. The topography is rolling to hilly

and depressions aTe frequently large enough to form small lakes'

Surface drainage is îapid over most of this terrain. N{ost of
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Parkland Region
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the area is poorly suited to agriculture and has been designated

for parks and recreation use or forest reserves.

Between these hil1s, Uplands, and the Saskatchewan border

toward the southwest corner of Parkland, lies a further sub-

region of gently undulating to rolling terrain. This aTea is

comparatively 1eve1 and has been developed agriculturally.

While somewhat stony, a range of soil characteristics exists

and cultivation, while largely dependent on the nature of indivi-'

dual parcels of 1and, is extensive.

Large areas of land with high capability occur over the

full extent of the Parkland Region. The major areas of high and

moderately high capability for agriculture inclride the Dauphin

aTea and Swan River Va11ey. These areas contain some of the

best soils in Manitoba. Areas of high capability also occur

where ti11 or other coarser deposits have been overlain by lacus-

trine deltaic or outwash deposits of clay and silt.

A variety of factors may linit soil capability for agri-

culture and have resulted in a finer intermixture of the

different classes. In the lowland areas, the principal limita-

tions are excessive moisture, irnpeded drainage, degree of stoni-

ness, proximity of bedrock to the surface' coarse texture,

deficient moisture and reduced fertility with high lime content.

On and above the escarpment, topographical limitations

such as steepness, adverse pattern of slope aTe of rnajor impor-

tance (refer to Maps 3-3, 3-4) . Qther limitations include

coarse texture, acidity and secondarily excessive moisture due

to inadequate drainage.
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Moderate linitations to agrículture due to cool conditions

occur on the Riding, Ducl< and Porcupine lr{ountains

3 .3 .I .2 Resource Util ization

Agriculture is Manitoba's most inportant primary industry.

Sirnilar1.y, in the Parkland Region agriculture is the rna j or

economic activity. In I976, L8.7 percent of Manitobats farns

and 20.5 percent of total farm acreage were in the Parkland

Region (Table 3-5). The number of farrns and acres have fluc-
tuated over the period 1966 - 7976. Farm numbers are decrea-

sing, while farrn size tends to be increasing

TABLE 3- 5: NUMBER OF FARMS AND ACRES OF FAR}4LAND IN T{.ANITOBA
AND PARKLAND REGION 1966-I976

1966 L97 7 797 6

FAR}{S:

ACRES:

Parkland

Mani tob a

Parkland

Mani tob a

7 ,597

39 ,7 47

3,976,265

19,083,817

6,683

34,98I

3,921,049

19,008,259

6,072

32,I04

3,902,96r

79,026,255

SOURCE: Statistics Canada Census Data

All census -farm land was classified according to use as

irnproved or unimproved 1and. The area of improved land consists

of crop 1and, improved pasture, surnmer fa11ow, and otheî improved

land. Areas of native pasture or hay land that has not been

cultivated, brush pasture, ETãzing or waste land sloughs, narsh

and rock land are all included in unirnproved land (Figure 3-1).

Agricultural activities in the Parkland Region are quite
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yaried. At the present tirne, grain farming sti11 predominates

with livestock enterprises and some special crops gaining in
importance. The climate in the region is favorable for many

field crops grown in Manitoba. The more productive soils of
the area are generally used for wheat and other feed grain

production. Table 3-6 identifies the agricultural land use

characteristícs of the Parkland Region.

TABLE 3-6: AGRICULTURAL LAND-USE - 7976

TMPROVED LAND

Crops

Pas tur e

Summer Fa11ow

0ther

Total Improved

UNI}4PROVED LAND

Wooded

0ther

Total Unimproved

TOTAL FARM LAND

PARKLANDS
PARKLANDS

% TOTAI AGRIC.
IAND PARKLA\ID N,IANITOBA

1,500,210

195,115

553 ,47 7

56,260

2 ,305 ,062

282,I39

1,315,760

1,597,899

3,902,96r

38%

s%

r4%

.> 0,
L'O

9,507 ,495

7 69 ,7gr
2,309,205

305,933

L2,890,924

928,410

5,207 ,02r
6,r35,431

19,026,255

s9%

t'o

34%

4L%

SOURCE: Census of Agric. Stats. Canada I976
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PARKLAND REGION

USE OF FARM LAND

(3,903 Thousand Acres)

Lg7 6

IT{PROVED LAND UNII',IPROVED LAND

CROPS

Jöó

4r%

STJ}flUER FALLOIV

r4%

PASTURE 5%

OTHER 2%

FIG. 5-1
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Agricultural productivity is a measure of actual yields

obtained frorn the lands. The information for Map 3-5 was ob-

tained from the Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation. This map

describes 35 yeaT' ayeTage wheat yields in bushels per acTe.

Maps of this type may also be prepared for other crops, but are

essentially extrapolations of wheat yield data. Actual yields

frorn year to year depend on a variety of factors such as

climatic conditions, land capability and management techniques.

According to the wheat yield map the most productive land in

wheat (25-35 bushels/acre) occurs in the Swan River Va11ey.

Out of 5,902,961 acres of farm land in the Parkland

Region in 1976, I,499,868 acres or 38% were in crops. Table

3-7 and Fi-gure 3-2 illustrate quite effectively the general

breakdown of types of crop production. Acreages in forage and

special crops have been on the increase within this aTea oVeT

the past ten years.

The value of crops in the Parkland Region, based on esti-

mates of the proportions of crops, was calculated to be $ffS.S

million in I976. This clop value represented 16% of the total

$718.4 nillion of Manitobats crop production. Crop value

represent s 64.3% of agriculture production value generated in

the region is dependent upon livestock farms including dairy,

beef, cattle, hogs, sheep and poultty.

The value of livestock production in the Parkland Region

was $Oo.g nillion in L976 and in Manitoba $ssZ.1 nillion

This represented IB% of lr{anitobars total livestock value.

Beef cattle and dairy farms are by f.at the rnost significant

portion of livestock income. The number of cattle on Parkland's
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Durum ]\lheat
Other ltrheat
Total lVheat
Rye
Ba r1 ey
Oat s
Mixed Grains
Flaxseed
Rapeseed
Corn for Grain
Corn for Ensilage
Tame Hay Ë Fodder Crops
Potatoe s

TOTAL

Sunflower Seeds
Mustard Seed
Sugar Beets
Buckwheat
Field Peas
Field Beans
Other Field Cropsx*

SUB - TOTAL

TOTAL

TABLE
CROPS ON

1966

Acres

552,191
10,919

173,518
2r4 ,L07
28,062
80,781
86,003

7,126
206,058

771
1;353,J-5t6

3-7: PARKLAND
CENSUS - FARMS

T97 L

Acre s

354,4L8
23,225

345,298
205 ,430
37,008
49,542

2rr,594

t77
217,656

118
T;TT4 ,4-:{66

t{

&&t

SOURCE

REGION*
BY REGION

Acres***
7, 015

578,230

23,996
267,593
205,477
18,938
31,605
55,462

2r0
1,010

303,339
742

319
5,111

6,089
135
340
857

-TT;ssT
1,499,868

1966 and I}TL data have been'adjusted to conform to the revised 1976 Census of
Canada, Census Divisions.
Includes soybeans, tobacco, forage seed
All agricultural holdings.
: Statistics Canada Catalogue No.

Statistics Canada Catalogue No.
Statisti.cs Canada Catalogue No.
Data compiled by the DePartment

797 6

585,245

Farrn s

94
4 ,342

430
5,058
3,459

347
632
830

3
20

4,07I
o0

TTTe=T

96-608,
96-708,
96-851,
of Regi

Table 29, 1966.
Table 51, I97I.
SA1, Table 16, 1976.

onal Econom ic Iixpans ion

4,436

I

U1
o\

I
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census farms increased fron 229r00A in 1966 to 283,000 in

1976 (Tab1e 3-8) . Hog productíon dropped fron I2.4% in 196ó

to 7.4% in L976. The actual numbers of hogs over this ten

year period fluctuated from 62,000 (1966), up to 134,000 (I97I),

down to 46,000 (1976). The nunbers of sheep within the region

has been steadily declining from 15,000 (1966) , to 11,000 (1971),

down to 5 ,000 (197 6) , which presently ac.counts for 24 .8% of

Manitobars production. The production of hens and chickens

has also dropped from 8.1% of Manitoba's production in 1966 to

4.4% in I976

TABLE 3-8: NUMBER OF LIVESTOCK IN THE PARKLAND REGION

196 6 L97 I 197 6

Cattl e

lvlilk Cows

0ther

TOTAL

Pigs
Sheep

Hens and Chickens
Hens Ê Pullets
Other

TOTAL

TOTAL LIVESTOCK

25,555
202 ,9!0

228,465
61,801
I4,775

138,273
337,96I

476,r74
7 8r ,2r5

234 ,7 23

134,181
Ir,126

T16,526
230,853

347 ,37I
7 25 ,409

283,360
46,14r

5,216

I21,445
L34,164

255,609
590,326

(Number of Livestock)

14,890 9,767
2r9,833 273,593

SOURCE: Census of Agriculture, Statistics Canada,L976
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Farm type is directly related to various factors such as

suitability of soi1, climate, transportation costs, rnarkets

and ethnic origin. As far as farn si-ze, pâst trends indicate

an increase in both the average size of farms and in total

farrning area, while the actual number of farms has decreased.

It is also important to note that farm size expressed in acïes

rnay be very rnisleading, f igures such as cost of land, land use

and many other variables should'be considered in discuss'ing

the specifics for any district.

Capital investrnent was documented to have increased over

ten times during the past 20 years. In 197I, the average farrn

in Manitoba had a capital investment of $58,775, of which $39,278

was in land and building, 5II,778 ín nachinery and equi-pment,

and $7,718 in livestock. Investment in land and building has

risen steadily and constitutes about two-thirds of all farm

investment. Machinery and equipnent, the second largest capital

expenditure has undergone the highest rate of grorvth. Livestock

investment has been increasing in amount and proportion, however,

its rate of growth has been the lowest of the three investment

categories considered. (Refer to Figure 3-3 and Table 3-9).
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corn- (gra
SunfIoWer
r.iel<i Beans-ì\
8åþf;'(gf,8Br"s.È

CROPS

FieLd Pea
Potatoe

llustard
Buckwheat

I'lixeil Grains

Rye

Flaxseèd

Rapeseed

Oats

Barley

Tame Hay and
Fodder Crops

(Durum I'fheat)

l'lheat

ÀCRES

5r000
6r000

PARKTÀND.. REGTON

TRIÀNGLE SHOI^]S
TorAL CROP ÀCRÐS, L976

or L'199,868

FIG. 3-2
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TABLE 3-9: FARM CAPITAL YAUES ($) FOR THE PERIOD 1971 AND 1976

Irdachinery Ç

Land & Buildings Equipment
Livestock G

Poultry Total Value

L97I

Parkla¡ds

ì4anitoba

L976

% Growth

Parklands

lvhnitoba

$

200,367 ,000

r ,37 4, 238 ,600

53

378 ,185,430

3 ,208,063,649

$

70,200,r00

4Ir,477,300

$

48 ,233,000

269 , 91 0, 000

$

318 , 800 ,4 00

2, 055 ,618 , 800

/11at

149,429,653

959,736,081

79

61 ,020, 065

366,986,480

588 , ó35,148

4,534,786,2r0

SOURCE; Census of Agriculture, Statistics Canada.

FIGURE 3-3 Parkland Region Farm Capital as a Percent of
Manitobars Total I97 6

PARKLAND .

FARM CAP¡TAL TOTAL

($589 N¡r-r-¡0ru)
(J3Z)

\
BUILD]NG

AND
t-AND

HACH I NERY
AND

EOU¡ PMENT

L I VESiCCK
,\,ND

POULTRY

I.I.AN I TOBA

FARH CAPITAL TOTAL
$4,5 slr-rror'r

1007
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3.3 .2 Foz'estz'y

Infornation in the following section has been obtained

from the Department of Renewable Resources and Transportation

Services. As previously noted the bulk of the data has been

abstracted from resource information compiled by the planning

branch. This sector is designed to describe the forestry

resource base and illustrate how it is presently being utilized.

The ínforrnation on I'{anitoba's 'forest resource was initially

collected by the Planning Branch for the purpose of:

1. providing the basic infornation re_quired to
delineate possible trends in the forestry
industry;

2. prqsenting the relative importance of the
forest resource to the region;

3. noting the present rvood production;

4. documenting possible development potentials.

3.3 .2.7 Resource Base

Forest area classification in Manitoba is sub-dívided and

summarized aS productive forest land, non-productive forest

land and non-forested 1and. The total aTea of Manitoba compri-

sing 160,640r000 acres of which 84.1 percent is land and 15.9

percent is v¡ater. 0n the basis of land productivity for fores-

try, 29.4 percent of the total land aTea is classified as

productive forest land , 33.9 percent as non-productive forest

land and 36.7 percent as non-forested land.

There are two measures of productivity. They ar"e:

1. the proportion of land within the forested
areas wñich is productive forest land (lt{ap 3-6);
and
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2. the mean annual increnent (yearly growth)
of trees growing on the land (Map 3-7).

Productive forested land is all land capable of producing mer-

chantable wood within rotation age regardless of its existing

state. Mean annual increment is the average annual volume

increase, cornputed to rotation age.

The CLI Map 3-8 is a modified conpilation of forestty ca-

pability prepared for the Land Use Planning Branch, Departrnent

of Renewable Resources and Transportation Services. Capabili-

ties are classified along similar lines to agriculture. Mineral

and organic soil have been divided into seven classes although

Clas-s 1 does not occur in Manítoba. Class descriptions for

forestry arei

Class 2 - lands with slight limitations for commercial
forest growth, mean annual increment (MAI) is
90 to 110 cu. ft.facre/year.

Class 3 - lands with moderate linitations for commercial
forest growth, MAI is 7I to 90 cu. ft./acref
year.

Class 4 - lands with moderately severe limitations for
commercial forest growth, MAI is 51 to 7I cu.
ft./acre/year.

Class 5 - lands with severe linitations for conmercial
forest growth, MAI ís 3I to 50 cu.ft./acrefyear.

Class 6 - lands with severe limitations for commercíal
forest growth, MAI is 11 to 30 cu. ft./acrefyear.

Class 7 - land with severe linitations which preclude
comrnercial forest growth, MAI is less than
10 cu. ft./acrefyear.

The forest capability nap designates the CLI Classes on a

broad basis for the Parkland Region, that is, lands with high

capabil.ity includes Class 2 and 3 lands with moderately high

Capability Class 4 lands with moderate capability Class 5 and
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lands with 1ow capability include Classes 6 and 7 .

The Parkland Region contains one of the major forestry

resouïce areas in the southern half of the province. This

area includes Forest Management Units (FMU's) 13 (Duck lt{ountain

Provincial Forest), FMU 14 (Porcupine Provincial Forest,

FI{U 48 and 49 (Lake l{innipegosis Management units) . (Map 3-9) .

Sixty-three percent of the land in this aTea is Provincial

Crown productive forest land. The two Provincial Fores.ts occupy

37 percent of the region, in addition to a further 28 percent

included in the proposed Permanent Forest Zone. The remaining

aTea is considered aS an agricultural development zone.

Lands with the highest and moderate to high capability

for forestry occur on the Duck and Porcupi-ne Mountains as well

as the northern Westlake area. In these areas, productive fores-

ted land occupies Ó1 peïcent or more of provincial crown 1and,

and the mean annual increment per township is usually above

200,000 cubic feet.

The Duck and Porcupine Provincial Forests are in the rnixed

wood section of the Boreal Forest Region. The predominant

species are trembling aspen, balsam poplar, white birch, white

spruce, balsam fir, jack pine and black spruce. The Lake

Winnipegosis Unit (FN{Urs 48 and 49) is contained rvithin the

Manitoba Lowlands section of the Boreal Forest Region. Forest.

patches of black spruce arid tamarack is the prevailing forest

vegetation.

3.3.2.2. Resource Utili zation

The areas of major forestry importance were determined by

considering productivity and location of merchantable stands
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Parkland Region
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over the next 50 to 60 years, ownership and existing commit-

ments to other resource users. This was determined by a

forestry team in 1975.

More than half of the total annual a11owab1e cut for Agro-

Manitoba is located in the Parkland Region. Fifty-five percent

of the net merchantable volume of the aTea is in softwoods.

Eight-two percent of the softwood volume occurs in the Duck and

Porcupine Provincial Forests. These two units also include

86 percent of the hardwood net merchantable volume of the area-

Of the allowable cut in these areas, virtually aII of the soft-

wood cut is pine and spruce while poplar forms about 90 percent

of the hardwood cut. Black Spruce is prominent through most

of the Lake Winnipegosis unit. These stands are 1-arge1-y in

the regeneration phase, following fires in 1961. Since this

is also the case with other softwood species ' there aTe few

major concentrations of mature and intermedíate softwood stands

in this unit. The northern part of the Lake l{innipegosis unit

(FMU 49) does not have a relatively high degree of productivity

for forestry.
The total area of Forest lr{anagement Unit 13 oT Duck

Mountain, is 928,506 acres or 1,450 square mi1es. This is all

within the Duck Mountain Provincial Forest or the Duck Mountain

Provincial Park. The productivity of FMU 13 is illustrated in

table 3-10.
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TABLE 3-10: DUCK MOUNTAIN AREA BY PRODUCTIVITY (ACRES)

Type
Duck Mountain D-rck Mountain Totäl % Prodtrc- % TotaT
Prov. Forest Prov. Park Area tivity I At"u

Softwoods

Hardwood

Total Forest
Produc!ive

Total Potential
Productive

Total
Productive

97 ,096

392,400

489,496

24,205

513, 701

98,316

86,292

184, ó08

45,465

49,793

r95,4r2

478,692

674,704

69,670

734,774

90%

n%

100%

26%

64%

70%

80%

The total area of FMU 14 or Porcupine Mountain is 513,860 acres

or 803 square rniles. This aTea is all l,ùithin the Porcupine

Provincial Forest. The productivity is illustrated in Table 3-11

TABLE 3-11: PORCUPINE PROVINCIAL FOREST BY PRODUCTIVITY (AREA)

TYPE
PROVINC]AL

FOREST

o,a'o 'o

PRODUCTIVITY TOTAL

To ta1
To ta1
Total
Total
Total

Softwood
Hardwood
Forest Productive
Potential Productive
Productive

2r8,345
L64,774
383,119
17,079

394,198

55

42

97

3

100

75

?

77

lProductivity - the
which is productive

proportion of land within the forest area
forest 1and.
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under the Forest. Act, timber cutting rights may be granted

under authority of a forest management license, tirnber sale or

timber perrnit. Timber sales and tine perrnits may be awarded by

public competition or by agreement between the Ministry and

persons established or intending to become established in tim-
ber operations. special additional allocation of tirnber may

be granted to a colnpany wishing to expand its existing operations.

To stab i1ize the forest industry and provide longer

term tenure, operators holding timber cutting rights during

the imnediate three years prior to 1965, were granted an

allocation of tirnber quota effective until 1980. The volume

and species allocated under the quota system is based on the

actual average productions during the preceeding years I962-1965.

Approximatery 60 percent of the wood allocation in the

Parkland Region is principally by timber sale quotas, the

balance is in special allocation grants. Pulpwood pernits coveï

less than one percent of the committed volume. of the r44

thousand cunits comrnitted annua11y, spruce and poplar each

form about two-fifths and pine about one-fifth with rninor quan-

tities of balsam, fir, tanarack and birch.
The largest total and proportional commitrnent is in the

Duck Mountain Provincial Forest. It supplies 57eo of all conmitted

wood in the region. In the region as a whole, 42% of the annual

available volume is committed (56% of the softwood, 3reo of
hardwood) .

Quota cornrnitrnents, which are 65% spÌuce, are predorninantly

found in the Duck Mountain Provincial Forest. special a11oca-

tions are granted to industries wishing to initiate new or
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expand existing operations on surplus volumes. These a11oca-

tions aTe restricted to poplar, sma11 diameter jack pine and

minor quantities of birch and smal1 diarneter spruce.

The actual cut, as reported for :_969-74, averaged 101

thousand cunits peT year. This was 70% of committed volume

(85% of softwood, 4S% of hardwoods), and 30% of the annual

a11owab1e cut for the region (482 of softwood, 15% of hardwood).

of the non-committed volume which forms 58% of the

regional annual al1owable cut, the rnajor part is poplar, mostly

mature and over-mature aspen. This volume is principally 1o-

cated in the Provincial Forests. Snaller amounts of sma11

diameter jack pine, and sti11 snaller quantities of spruce,

white birch and balsam firm make up the remaining uncommitted

volume. (Tabl e 3-12) .

TABLE 3-T2: AVAILABLE COMMITTED AND NON-COMMITTED CUT IN
MILLION CUBIC FEET

AREA

(Managernent
Units) Coniferous

PARIO,AND REGION 15.7
FMI - 13, L4,

48, 49

CO}4T4ITTED

Deciduous Coniferous

17 .3 9.2

NON- COMMITTED

Deciduous Coniferous Deciduotls

5.8 ó.s 11.5

ANNUAL CUT

In regard to protection, utilization and managernent of

forests, four rnajor working groups were established. They are
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a) Jack Pine, b) Black and White Spruce, and Balsam Fir,
c) Tamarack and Cedar, d) Hardwoods (Map 3-10).

Because of the irregular age distribution within age

classes for some working groups, noticeable fluctuations in

the allowable cut of individual species available over a

period of 20 to 30 years will occur. Inthe Porcupine Provin-

cial Forest, a large number of mature and over-rnature stands

exist. It is ânticipated that in the next 20 to 30 years,

decreases in a1lowable cuts in three rnajor species will occur.

This decline could be 70 percent for pine, 40 percent for spruce

and 50 percent for poplar.
.Prirnary forest industries include logging and industries

which use wood from forests as their primary raw material.

Examples of such industries include: pulp and paper, sawmills,

chenical treatment and particle board plants.

The most irnportant primary industry in the Parkland

Region is sawrnilling. The total number of smal1 portable

and stationary sar^¡nil1s has declined over the past ten to f ifteen
years. Most of the sawnills are concentrated around the Duck

Mountain area (Map 3-11). Recently, several large modern sawrnills

have been established in centres such as Swan Ríver. As a result
of these new facilities, lumber production has increased markedly.

A chernical treatrnent plant is also located at Roblin, another

important seryice centre of the region. The rnain products

treated are posts and poles as well as snal1 quantities of lunber.

Forest production in the Parkland Region consisted of fence

posts (two percent) round tirnber (three percent), firewood (one

percent), and other piece products together. (1.5 percent).
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Harvest has consisted prinarily of lunber (51 percent) and

pulpwood (47 percent). (Refer to Table 3-13).

fncreased or sustained production rnust take into account

the potential rnarkets available for exploitation. These con-

siderations níght include the expansion of the indus try as a

result of expanding outside demand, and also the possibili.ties

of capturing a greater share of the narket within the province.

With the forestry potential in the Parkland Region, market

potentials util izing the following wood products riright be explored.

1. Fence posts,pickets, and framing (pop1ar, pine,
spruce. )

2. Wooden boxes, crates, pallets (pop1ar, pine,
spruce).

3. Bed frames (pine, spruce).

4. Furniture and furniture components (pine, poplar).

5. Doors and panel products.

6 . Window frames, ladders.

7 . Caskets

8. Precut or pre-fabricated components for housing.

9. Spruce nobile home framing.

10. Corrugated containers, modular containers.

In considering possible development potential for the Park-

lands forestry resource, inforrnation on the current utilization,
commitments and basic supply of wood is most important. However,

questions that must also be considered in the best interests of
the region include:

1. IVhat 1eve1 of forestry activity can the Parkland
Region best support?

2. How can this activity be rnet; and
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TABLE 3 -T3 Forestry Production in the Parkland Region

1969-10 L91I-7I

YEAR

r97 1-7 2 r97 2-7 3

5 year
I973-74 Average

Lumber (Ureu¡

spruce

balsam

jack pine

other softwood

popJ-ar

other hardwood

Fence Posts

Pulpwood (cords)

spruce

balsam fir
jack pine

poplar

Railway Ties (M. )

Round Timber
(M.Lin"ft.)

Mine Timber
(¡4. f r3 )

Line Poles

Fuefwood (Cords)

Christmas Trees

12,685

7

I,779
?J

9, 518

55

265,306

53 ,509

4

9r6

2,l.86

36

985

139

8,879

r,253

470

IO,362

77

2,64I
3

rr,647
204

248,51,7

51 ,698

55

3,r09

IO,342

4t

635

]-44

Ì, l3r

869

ro,682
l-33

2,526

T4

7 ,603

170

53,338

12,ILL
1,163

4,IO4

15

13,373

313

293,96I

LO,7I7

JZ I

? qqì

7

13,57O

242

I

r,394

692

r,367

l_1,311

34I

2,808

B

LT,I42

L96

242,208 220,666

36,22r

3,328

2,284

IO

446

5B

r,2Lr

355

34 ,503

300

5,498

2,O57

r5

r ,497

418

2,O9O

6r1

29,832

100

4 , gl_3

5,423

18

r,r52

4r tI53
a?

3 ,533

4,458

24

943

2B

2,r79

L,257

734

Source: Department of Renewabl-e Resources and Transportation Services fil-es.
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3. I{hat potential impacts will arise?

5.3,3. Miney,aLs

This section will attempt to provide information on the

Parkland Regional mineral resource base. General information
on the capability and productivity of geological formation will
be identified. Information in this section was abstracted from

general data compiled by the Planning Branch, Departnent of
Renewable Resources as well as from personal communication

with, and reports done by B. Bannatyne, N1ines Branch.

3.3.3.I. Resource Base

The geology of the Parkland Region can be divided into
two distinct age units; a sedinentary zone of post-precambrian

ãEê, and a Precambrian zoîe which underlies the sedimentary

rocks. The major geologic environrnents for the evaluation of
nineral potential include the two sedimentary and the pre-

cambrian rock group.

Varíous geological enyironments have a particular relation-
ship to certain types of mineral deposits. specific areas

within these environments have been terned potential mineral

areas, and refer to those presently known areas which have the

highest potential for the nining industry. Since the delineation
of the potential mineral areas is subjective, the terms of refer-
ence for evaluation vary with the geologic environment.

Present topography and surface deposits in the parkland

Region are the result of pre-91acia1 and glacial erosion occuring
in the Pleistocene Period. Major features, including highlands
lowlands, hi11s, valleys and the Manitoba escarpment were formed
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prior to this period. Pleistocene glaciation brought large

volumes of debris and cover, stripped fron the precambrian

shield. As the ice sheets retreated, present day features of
glaciation disappeared. These features are directly related
to formation of the many glacial lakes , particularly, Glacial
Lake Agassiz. Subsequent sedimentation processes associated

with these lakes and water courses deposited rnuch of the pïe-
sent day surficial material. these deposits are divided
basc iarly into tr'/o divisions, lacustrine and glacial drif t
(Map 3-I2) . Lacustrine material deposited characteristic aIIy
in shallow water with 1itt1e wave action and weak cuïTent,

includes deposits of c1ay, si1t, and sandy loams. Glacial drjft
is loosely consolidated mainly of worked bedrock. These

deposits include shales, limestones, and granitic naterial,
most associated with secondary features. Other surface deposits

occur in end and ground moraines, dunes and lacustrine strand

1ines. These features have varying compositions, textual
structures and topographic characteristics.

Because sedimentary fornations extend over large areas in
this region, evaluation of this zone is difficult. The most

significant areas for this group reflect facts of accessibility,
nearness to surface and quality of the deposit.

Precambrian rocks have been divided into seven c1ässes:

greenstones, quartzites, iron formations, orthogneiss, granites

and related rock types, paragneiss and igneous plutons (lilap 3-1s)

Evaluation of the Precambrian zone in this area is even more

difficult as a result of the large amounts of surficial cover

and sedinentary rock. Less is knov¡¡r of this zone in the Parkland area.
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3.3.3.2. Resource Util izatíon

The ability to provide minerals and mineral commodities

is dependent on the following important factors:

1. the location of the nineral deposit;

2. the size, depth and grade of the deposit;

3. the economics of mine exploration, mine
developnent and cost of mineral extraction; and

4. the price and markets available for any speci-
f ic rnineral comrnodity.

However, such information is generally scant for the Parklands

Region and any quantification of the value of various areas

with regard to mineral extraction can only be subjectively

de1 ineated.

Mining in the Parkland Region has been linited, in general,

to the extraction of industrial minerals. Total value of

nineral production in:this area has been increasing, as a

result of both increased production and price. Although this

value does not contribute a large amount to the Gross Provin-

cial Product, the significance of the industrial minerals in

the construction and secondary industries cannot be overlooked.

The sedimentary zone is the major source of economic

industrial - commodity minerals. lt{ajor industrial mineral de-

posits mined in the Parkland Region are: shales, linestone,

dolornite, gypsum, and sand-gravel (l'lap 3-14). Potential deposits

of potash, oil shaIe, rock sa1t, brick sha1e, and silica sand

have been indicated (Tab1e 3-14).
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EXTENDED LEGEND FOR N1AP 3-T4

SYMBOL
MINERAL/
CO}ß{ODI TY USE

DOL Dolomite Crushed Stone

LS Limestone a) Cement
b) Forest Industry

DLS-A Doloniric- a) Building Stone
DLS-B Linestone b) Crushed Stone

KaS Kaolinitic Shale Ceramics

Pot Potash \¡aried

SiO.Sd Silica Sand Variedz
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TABIE 3- L4 INDUSTRTAL MINERALS ' PATK]-ANd RCgiON

(Source: B.B. Bannatyne. Mines Branch. Personal- Communication).

CURRENT PRODUCERS:

PRODUCT LOCATION COI{PANY

Limestone
Portland Cement

Clay
Brick Shale Ste. Rose (2 quarries 6 & 7 mj-les

(Swan River Formation) S. of town). Red River
Jurassic Brick and Til-e

tr4af eking
lVinnipegosis

Harcus
(f0 miles N. of Amaranth)

The Narrow
(V'Tinnipegosis Fomration )

Tnland Cement fndustries
Ltd., (intermittent)

lrlestroc Industries Ltd.
Gypsum
Gypsum Mine

Crushed Stone
Dolomite

POTENTIAL

Sil-ica Sand Pine River
(glass sand & foundry sand) (Swan River FormaÈion)

Brick Cl-ay Swan River Formation
N.E. of Swan River (Production
1953-55, 1959)

Potash St. Lazare Area - may
extent from Saskatchewan
border.

Rock Salt S.E. of Robl-in - one oil
well- intersected 210 ft of
rock sa]t.

oil Shal-e Favel Formation - invòstigated
in l-966 resulting in 5-Ì3 gals.
/ton over short interval-s
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The following discussion identifies in greater detail a

number of industrial rnineral deposits in the Parkland Regíon

including: gypsun, limestone and clay and shales.

Gypsun - Anhydrite Deposits

The Arnaranth fornation is sub-divided into two formations;

the Upper Anaranth formation or Amaranth evaporite containing

Anhydrite gypsurn and some shale and the Lower Amaranth forrnation

or Amaranth red beds containing red silty shales, solne gypsurn

and anhydrite.

The Amaranth evaporite underlíes the drift in a belt

extending frorn Dauphin southeast to Dominion City. The limit

of economically recoverable deposits is probably in the range

of 300 to 500 feet. Thus the favourable area for gypsurn de-

posits within the Amaranth evaporite is linited to its outcrop

belt and to a narrow belt to the southeast. This Amaranth

evaporite is composed predorninantly of gypsum with one thín

bed of the original anhydrite remaining.

The chief commercial value of gypsurn depends upon its

ability to set into a hard permanent cement or plaster after

calcination. Run-of-the-mine gypsum, when calcined,is used as

a base coat in construction and in the manufacturing of 1ath,

wallboard, sheathing, and ti1e. Larninated board consisting

of plaster between sheets of heavy paper has a wíde use. Pure

white gypsum is used in special industrial plasters such as

terra-cotta plaster, rnolding plaster, and dental plaster, with

hydrated line it is used as a finishing coat for the wa1ls of

houses.
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Gypsun is also used in Portland Cement as a retarder to

prolong the setting time of the cement. Some alabaster has

been used as an interior decorating stone and also in smal1

oïnamental pieces such as lanp stands, book ends, bowls and

other objects. This phase of the industry thought to be under

developed in ltfanitoba.

High CaLcium Limestone Deposi.ts

The Winnipegosis fornation consists primarily of dolonite

although occurence of nagnesiun and high-calcium limestone

within this formation have been noted

A sisgnificant area of outcrop of the Souri-s River Formation

ís present to the north and northeast of lr{afeking. An area

of 20 square rniles contains large reserves of high-calcium

linestone of good quality. Outcrop of the Souris River Forma-

tion occur in Swan Lake area, 30 to 40 miles northeast of the

town of Swan River.

Numerous outcrops of the Dawson Bay Fornation also occur

in the area extending from Spence Lake southwest to Dauphin

Lake and north to Lake l{innipegosís.

High-calcium limestone is defined as a carbonate rock

with a rninimum of 95% combined CaCO, and MgCOr. The limestone

used in various processes generally are required to meet certain

minimum specífications in the amount of impurities they contain.

However, for certain uses the limits are somewhat f1exib1e, or

the process can be adjusted to tolerate the specific conposi-

tions of loca1ly available stone. The various uses are noted

in Table 3-15.
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Table 3-15 Uses of Line

Use R emarks Specif ications

Open hearth furnace Limeslone. be¡ng replaced

Flurslone for
pig rron

Flux for iron
sinlers

and loundry use

Nonferrous metals
ref¡n¡ng processes

Glass, f luxing and
condition¡ng of
melt

Pulp and paper

Porlland cemenl

Filter beds

Agricultural
limeston e

Mrneral feed

ln blasl furnaces, rernoves
ma¡nly Al and Si, atso Mn
and S

Pulver¡zed limestone mixed
with iron ftnes. powdered
coke, to f orm agglomerates

in part by qu¡cklime

Flux in refining Cu. Pb.
Zn. and Sb, also low grade
bauxite f or alum¡na

Used e¡ther tn limeslone or
lime form, dependent on
qual¡ty of glass

L¡mestone used in sulph¡te

L¡mestone marn ingred¡ent,
mixed wilh clay, s¡lica. and
iron to comply w¡th specif ic
lim¡ts of compos¡tìon

To a¡d ¡n purif icalron of
sewage plant and other
effluents: also used in
acid neutral¡zation

Used princ¡pally in eastern
Uniled States and Canada

High-calcium limestone

Less lh¿rrì 3'lb non-carbonale
¡mpurilies, maximum of 0.19ó
S, 0.02'ló P, lump s¡ze.

I inch lo 1 rnch range:
f ines not usable

Both h¡gh-calcium and
dolomitrc limestones can
be used

As for p¡g iron. except
maximum ol 1.5 to 29o SrO,

Usually high-calc¡um
limestone used: speci-
f ¡cations as f or p¡g iron

Eoth high-calc¡um and
dolomrtic types are used:
un¡f orm¡ty in composition
important; generally less
than 0,06o/ó FeO; S¡O? plus
AlzOr Iess than 370

Mrnimum 95 to 979o CaCO,;

Must be low in magnesia;
max¡mum ol 5% MgCOr,
preferred 3orô M9CO,; SìO,
less than 1.37o. AlrO,
less than 3.7o¿

Sound, fine-grained
stone preferred

Crushed lo -0.1 ¡nch:

chert undesirable

98 to 98.5% CaCO,.
linely pulverized

process, reacled with SO, to must be ¡n large f ragment
f orm calcium b¡sulph¡te sìze

Poultry gril Either lrmeslone or dolomile purily unimportant:
can be used un¡form size. %_inch

t 
"î-¡nch

Building stone soundness, bedding. corour, No pyrite; any compositron
lracture, and appearance f rom limeslone to dolom¡te
are ¡mportant

Aggregate, coarse Angurar form in concrete Any sound carbonate:
and frne considered to give better cherr or ctay undesirable

set than sand and gravel

other conslruction Road stone, railroad ballast, various specrf icallons
uses flp rap. roofing granules

source: B. B. Bannatyne, Lims::tgn' Dep99i!s of I'{anitoba '
Mineral Resourcel-Däîslon, 197 5.
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Table 3-15 (continued)

Remarks Specif ¡catio ns

Steel manulacture As a flux: promotes removal Generally high-calcium
of P, Si. and S lime. low in MgO. SrO2

and S

Nonferrous ln magnesra-f rom-seawater Various specrfrcalions
processes processes, ¡n neulral¡zation of

acid leaching solulions f rom
uranium mills, in flotation of
some Zn. N¡, and Pb ores; in
cyanidat¡on process ôf gold
mill¡ng: in Bayer process lor
Al20r

' Pulp and paper Lime used in sulphate process High-calcium lirne, 92.59å
¡n Kraft paper plants. to regenerate CaO. less than 2.59o MgO,
caustic soda. calc¡um less than 39å combined SiO,.
carbonale recovered, calcined Fe2Ol and AlrO,: dolomilic
in plant kilnsi also used in lime used in some sulph¡te
soda process Used in some process planls
sulohrte processes for PUIP
and paper

Chemicals Soda ash, bicarbonate of soda. High-calcium lime; for
and caustic soda by the Solvay calcium carbrde. less
process: calc¡um carbide for than 0.02e6 P
acetylene process; calctum
chloride

Sugar ref ining Sucrose extracted lrom sugar Pulverized quickllme f rom
beets ¡s treated w¡th lime to on-s¡te k¡lns: CO. required
remove phosphatic materials in process¡ng: Iess than
and organic acids 1.590 SiO2 + insolubles, and

less than 1% tlgCOr in the
limestone

Water treatment Combined with soda ash in the Mainly high-calcium lime
lime-soda soltening processi
also used ¡n purilication
processes

Sewage and wasle Added to neutralize acidity, Marnìy high-calc¡um lime:
and thus lo promote biological dolom¡tic lime may be used
ox¡dat¡on processes; also used in acid neulralization
in chem¡cal treatmenl of sewage
and wastes lrom a variety of
industrial plants

Sand-lime br¡ck Formed ¡n auloclaves lrom a High-calc¡um limei erther

and cellular mixture of sand and l¡me. hydrated l¡me or pulver¡zed

blocks l¡ghtweight cellular concrele quicklrme

blocks are produced from
special mixtures

Soil stabilization Lime reacts with clay minerals Laboratory testing of
to reduce plasticity, and acts specil¡c soil required to
as a cementing agent; used ex- determine whether high-
tensively ¡n road construction calcium or dolomitic lime

is more eflective (see
Wicks and Whitehead (1965)
lor applicat¡on to Man¡toba
soils)

Miscellaneous uses Soil lim¡ng: b¡tuminous paving: Variable with use
plaster and stucco: insecticidesi
bleaches; paints: tanning
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CLays and ShaLes

Outcrops of the Swan Riyer Formation are known only from

the northern part of the area along the Pine, Swan and Roaring

rivers, and. south of Mafeking. There the formation is cornposed

of fine to coarse grained quartzose sandstone, unconsolidated,

numerous interbeds of shale and silty shale are pres

The shale beds exposed along the Swan River to the north

east of the town of Swan River, were once used for face brick.
Two types of shale are predominant, dark grey kaolinitic shale

and a light grey kaolinitic sha1e. Exploration in the Kerwenan

area by St. Rose du Lac has indicated the occuïence of light
grey and dark grey kaolinitic shales, associated rvith silica

sand and lignite. The firm Red River Brick and Tile plan to use

these shales in their brick plant in the Lockport Area.

A sma11 deposit containing white Kaolinitic cl-ay mixed

with fine grain silica and occurs 14 miles east of the torvn of

Pine River. Tests on selected samples of the clay indicate

it is of stoneware quality. They clay is a high quality c1ay,

but is similar to other kaolinitic material in l,fanitoba in

having a high content of clastic quartz. Unless additional

tonnage can be outlined more detailed testing is not warranted.

The deposit could be suitable for ceramic are ware uses.

The Favel Formation was investigated by three oi1 conpanies

in 1965 and 19óó, as a possible source of oi1. An earlier
report had indicated oil contents of up to 7.5 inperial gallons

per ton in the Favel shale in the Riding Mountain and Porcupine

Mountain areas. Recent work reported a maxímum of 12 imperial
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gallons per ton however, reservations were dropped due to con-

sistently low values encountered.

Sumrnary

In summary, mining in the Parkland Region is an irnportant

Tesource use activity. It seïves to provide the basic rnineral

Tesources necessary in the construction and tTansportation sec-

tor and also support a number of ind.ustries. However, mining

in the Parkland Region accounts for only one percent of total
available jobs. The analysis conducted by the Planning Branch

for southern Manitoba indicated that increased productíon,

either from existing deposits or from new deposits, will be

required in the future for: sand-gravel and qvartz, cement,

stone, peat, gypsum and salt. Increases in the yalue of pro-

duction for lime and clay products has also been noted.

Increased demand for a number of mineral comnodities has

been projected by the Mines Branch. In meeting any of these

future demands the following planning considerations should be

referred to:

1. I¡Ihat 1eve1 of demand can be met and how?

2. What is the relative priority of mining to
other land uses? and,

3. What particular safeguards are required to
maintain the integrity of the land base
when nining?
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3.3.4. 0utdoor Recz,eation

the concern over recreation and particul arly outdoor

recreation has grown a great deal over the past trventy yeaïs.

The structure of society as well as the present work ethic
a1lows an increasingly greater proportion of the average

individuals time to be spent on recreational activities. 
. 
l?ith

the increasing denand for outdoor recreation facilities as

well as the close relationship of outdoor recreation to other

resource use activities, it is most irnportant that regional
developnental planning include outdoor recreation. This section

will attempt to present general infornation on the present

state of outdoor recreation in the Parkland Region. General

outdoor recreation capabilities will be identified as well as

the present utilization of the regions outdoor recreation
resource base. Information in this section was abstracted from

data compiled by the Department of Renewable Resources Planning

Branch. other information sources include Manitoba parks

Statistics compiled by the Departrnent of Tourisn Recreation and

Cultural Af fairs of lt4anitoba.

3.3.4.7 Resource Base

The outdoor recreation capability of the parkland Region

is identified in very general terrns from Canada Land Inventory

Irlaps. capability classes designated by canada Land rnventory

are based on intensity of recreation use andfor quantity of
recreation as generated and sustained per unit area of land

per year, under perfect market conditions. It is further noted

that quantity in this sense neans a measure of use either in
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the form of visitor days or some other appropriate measure.

Perfect rnarket conditions suggests uniforn demand and accessi-

bility for all areas.

Canada Land Inventory designates four rnajor divisions of

outdoor recreation capability; lands with high capability,

representing classes 1 and 2; lands with rnoderately high ca-

pability including classes 4 and 5, lands with 1ow capability

representing lnainly class 6. Class 7 lands with very 1ow

capability are noted to be low in southern Manitoba, and

therefore not significant in the modified rnap presented (Map 3-15).

High capability lands are suitable and capable of main-

taining high to very high total annual use based on one or

more recreational activities of nature such that relatively

large numbers of people rnay be accomodated per unit area.

Virtually all of those lands occur on lakeshore and imply water-

related recreation. Some lands of high capability occur along

river, and a much srnaller quantity occurs on sites of unusual

landforms, historic sites, scenic views and collecting opportuni-

ties. In general, lands of high capability are located on the .

periphery of the more densely settled parts of the zone.

Lands having a moderateLy high capability for recreation

are also located principally on lakeshores, but substantial

tracts also occur in marshes or on rough uplands where opportuni-

ties for anglirg, canoeing, and viewing of land formations,

vegetation and wildlife are of a noderately intensive 1eve1.

Land with moderate capability for recreation can maintain

only moderate and rnoderately low total annual use based on
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Parkland Region
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tdispersed' or extensive forms of recreation. These lands

aTe usually located on lakeshores, in river va11eys, on escarp-

ments and duned areas, or on hi11y uplands.

Lands with a 1ow capabi.lity for recreation have a natural

capacity for low total annual use in extensive activities,

and cover the rest of the planning zone

In sunmary the rnajor areas of outdoor recreatíon potential

in the Parkland. Region exist in and around the Duck Mountain

Provincial Forest, Porcupine Provincial Forest, Riding Mountain

and along the shores of Lake Dauphin and Lake lVinnipegosis.

3.3.4 .2 Resource Utilization

The Parkland Region contains two of }4anitoba's ten Provin-

cial Parks, numerous provincial Tecreation aTeas and wayside

parks, as well as Manitoba's single l'lational Park (Map 3-16).

Other major areas of outdoor recreation utilization occur in

the Porcupine Provincial Forest and around parts of Lake

Einnipegosis and Lake Dauphin. Statistics are generally only

available for Park and canping activities.

Some general points have been identified for purposes of

developnent planning:

1. The possible trends in visitor numbers;

2. The important groups;

3. The types of recreational pursuits demanded;

4. The type of accomodation required; and,

5. Sone of the economic benefits.

This section will attempt to provide infornation, where possible,

on the above points to aid planning consideration. Statistics
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Perkland Region
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are generally only proyided for suminer recreation activities,

a four month period frorn May to September, which draws the

bulk of out of province recreationists. Winter activities are

increasing in importance in lt{anitoba and while infornation on

winter recreation is ttot p"ovided, consideration should be

given when planning decisions are made.

In I976, an estimated three million or more non-residents

visited Manitoba. 0f this total: ó1 percent l./ere Canadians,

38 percent \.,üere Americans and the remainder hlere fron other

nat ions

Total visitors increased steadily from 1955 to I974, and

declined from I974 to I976. The number of American visitors

has declined by an average of four percent per year from 1972 to

I976, while the number of other Canadian visitors declined

from Ig74 to Ig76, ãt seven percent peï year. Visitors from

other nations has been steadily increasing. Overa11, the total

number of visitors has declined by about five percent since I974.

Travel expenditures in Manitoba were estimated at $SSf,406,000

for L976. 0f this expenditure, resident Manitobans accounted

for 66 percent, other Canadians 15 percent and United States

and Foreign visitors 19 percent. The overall total expenditure

on trayel in Manitoba has increased by about 5.5 percent per year

since I97L.

The Renewable Resource Planning Branch notes from Statis-

tics Canada I974 data that:

1. Over 50 percent of the expenditures by Manitobans
occur during trips less than 100 miles from home,

2. That tr{anitoba has a net income from travel in and
out of the province, and,
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3. That the per capita income from travel for
Manitoba is higher than most provinces
(approximately $300 per capita in I973).

The infornation on puïposes of trips from the Canadian Travel

Survey and Travel Data Surveys note the following points:

1. Visiting friends and relatives is the most
important trip pul'pose for lt{anitobans and
other Canadians. In most instances, this
linits the use of outdoor recreational facili-
ties to in: transit and day-use rnodes.
However, the importance of this purpose has
decined from 1969.

The outdoor rural recreational purposes l^/eïe
together as popular as visiting friends and
relatíves. The inportance of this group has
increased since 1969, especially for lt4anitobans

The Reception Centre Surveys furnish information on visitor

interests, activities for rvhich visitors indicated an intention

to undertake while travelling in Manitoba.

1. Historical sites, museums, shopping and
swimming are the outstanding activity pre-
ferences for summer visitors to the province

2. The rank order of interests for both groups
is about the same. However, American visi-
tors had a much higher proportionate interest
in hunting and fishing and a moderately higher
interest in canoeing and boating. The other
Canadian visitors expressed a stronger
interest in swimming and in night c1ubs.

3. Over the period I970-72, both American and
other Canãdian visitors expressed increased
interest in shopping,swimning, night c1ubs,
sporting events and canoeing. 0ther Canadian
vlsitors expressed increasing interest in
outdoor 1akèshore actívities; fishing, boating,
and water skiing. American visitors in con-
trast, expressed increasing interest in some indoor
urban activities such as memorial events and
p1ays. American visitors also shorv a greater
interest in hunting.

In general, based on regional preferences the visitors

destined to the Parkland Region have a high interest i-n outdoor
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hrater related actiyities, a moderate high interest in hunting

and sporting events and a generally low interest in indoor

urban activities. Park statistícs indicate that in I977, a

total of 1,I32r000 cars entered provincial outdoor recreation

areas in Manitoba. Of this total approxirnately 20 percent

util ized outdoor rect'eation areas in the Ì"restern Region, which

includes all of the Parkland Region as well as a nunber of.

recreation areas to the south. lr{ore specifically information

on provincial recreation carnping sites located in the Parkland

Region is presented in Table 3-16.

Rcviewing thc origin of pernit holdcrs in provincial

campgrounds for the Parkland Area noted that: (Tab1e 3-I7).

TABLE 3-T7 : ORIGIN OF PERMIT HOLDERS ]N PROVINCIAL CATiIPGROUNDS
WITHIN PARKLAND REGION

PARKLAND AREA MANITOBA % OTHER CANADIAN % AMERICAh] %

T97 I

r97 2

I97 3

L97 4

1975

47

55

56

59

62

30

27

7.8

27

26

23

20

1ó

T4

I2

1. Most campers are Manitobans. In the Parkland Area,
the propòrtion of Manitoban campers has been groling,
while the percentage of American campers in the re-
gion has declined. Overa11, the proportion of Mani-
toban campers throughout the province was 64eo for
the period I97I-74 and in 1974 rose to 67%.
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TABLE 3-16

GENERAL INFORMATION ON PROVINCIAI RTCREATiON
CAMP SITES ]N T}IE PARI0AND REGION 1977

ØØu)Êé< Ê Ë (d ,1ì Ë .rr c)E .; .; -o -Co '¡ cd -uô cd cü o UJ< o rd Aq dô- +r OÐ {r õ(d J4{J J¿Ê J
É. JZ c .-l OJ cd É ctj 5 O Ø.ri c)3 (Ú5 É Êq .15 Jo -CÊ.Éo- Jo FlO Ocü Ê Oli cd>.¡ J- Ø.-- o- õ-c Ø- d tr-{j{J

u) -v, d-v o.o -o o. 5-V Ej¿ O U trtn O U Fl U .Êj( Ë 5 b¡U rr Q {J f. Þ3 .lÃ iÃ Hs 'ee .EÃ Ëa EÊs

1977
Camping
Season
(lt{ay-Sept. )

No. of sites
(Total)
Urserviced
Electrical

35
10
25

94
94

0

11s
115

0

60
60

0

109
85
24

15
15

0

50
29
2I

50
50

0

Revenue $ 5,886 14,676 9,300 11,035 3,460 843 6,288 3,637

lirit Days So1d1
Non-Seasgnal-o 1 1962 4,397
SeasonalS o 2',055

2,I50 3,570
4,110 0

1,653 28I
00

r,295 577
2 ,291 2 ,7 02

ûrigin of
Permit Holders
I{anitoba
Other Can.
U.S.A.
Other

63%

34%

3Z
0

78%
17%

ro
J'o

0

79%
L9%

10,L'o

0

9s%

4%

7%

0

80%
13%

6%

L%

7s%
r4%
r0%

1%

82%
12%

-oJ'o

I%

79%

T9%

Lö
7%

Equipnent Used
by Carnpers %

Tent
Tent Traíler
House

Trailer
Camper Truck
It4rtor Home
0ther

15
24

34
16

9
2

23 30
37 26

22 17
L4 15
66
46

16
22

20
24

9
9

24
23

42
20

15
10

5

I

30
t2

5

6

20
28

?o
LO

18
3
3

26
22

20
2T

5

6

1t¡nit Day is defined as being one campsite sold for one mi1e.
ZNon-Seasonal is defined as being the total nunber of daily permits so1d.
Sseasonal is defined as being one campsite from date of sale to closing date
of camp ground.

NOTE: Carnpgrorlnds in the southern part of the province including the Parkland.
negiõn have an average occr-rp^ancy rate of about 50 percent over the cainping season.
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Arnerican campers are the least numerous of the
three groups. Until L974, American camners were
proportionately more irnportant in the Parkland
Area, but the decline in their nurnbers is rnost
evident here, so that Arnericans now form about
13% of all campers.

The following trends which are associated with camping

in Manitoba have been identified by the Planning Branch:

1. In. the period 1967 to I972, the rates of participa-
tion of Manitobans 18 or rnore years o1d increased
by a total of 75% for tent camping and 83% for
trailer carnping, equivalent to a rate of 12 and
13 percent per year, Tespectively. Frequency of
participation data indícate that the most tent
campers camped on a relatively few (one to five)
occasions during the year, while most trailer
campers camped more frequently (six or more tines).
Truck campers occupy an intermediate position.
Because the propol'tionate use of tents by campers
is increasing, while the proportion of trailer
campers decreases, it is possible that campíng is
becorning a nore widespread actívity, but that
its average practitioners indulge relatively fewer
times each season.

2. The population of Manitoba has increased at about
0.7 percent per year since 1969. The frequency
with which Manitobans take vacation tri-ps has
increased from I.24 trips per person per year in
1970 to 1.53 trips per person per year in 7973.

3 . The percentages of other Canadians who indicated
that a purpose of their trip to lr{anitoba was camping,
rural sightseeing, or other outdoor activity harre
declined since 1969. However, the Manitobans have
indicated these purposes for their trips at steadily
and markedly higher degrees for each successive
survey year since 1969.

In summary, outdoor recreation areas in the Parkland Region

are nurnerous. Many types of outdoor recreation however are

difficult to measure. This section has attenpted to provide

general information on outdoor recreation capabilities and

utilization of recreation sites in the Parkland Region. Other

general information on recreation trends within llanitoba have



been noted also to add perspective to outdoor ïecreation
planning considerations.

People of the Parkland Region should be concerned about
the type and extent to which outdoor recreation areas aïe

developed. Three questions have been noted by the Renewable

Resources Planning Branch that should arise for future recreation
planning considerations :

1. lvhat kinds of recreational opportunity can best
be provided in the parkland Région?

2. At what 1eve1s of participation can the parkland
Region realistically handle; and,

3. lvhat ?re the priorities for activity arlocation,
that is consumption versus non-consumptive,
outdoor versus urban, etc?

3.3.5 . Fi-sh and Wi.LdLif e

'l'he rmportance of f ish and wildlif e as a resource is
dependent upon the specific benefits they supply to people.

The value of fish and wildlife as a natural resouïce used to
meet the economic and social needs of people is often difficult
to determine. This section will attenpt to identify in very
general terms an overview of the capabilities and utilization
of fish and wildlife in the parkland Region. Information in
thís section was abstracted from data compiled by the Depart-

ment of Renewable Resources Planning Branch. A1so, information
was obtaiàed fron Fishery and Wildlife Departnents within the
Parkland Region.
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Fi,sh CapabiLity

Fish capability is the nost difficult to rneasure. Ideally
fish capability should be distinguished on the basis of either
sport or conmercial uses. Generarry, the species of value

found in the Parkland area include: trout, wa11eye, norhern

pike, perch, carp, and rnul1et. Areas with a variety of fish
species suitable for recreation purpose are found within the

designated park areas as well as in tributaries of Lake Ï/innipeg-
osis and Lake Dauphin. More specifically, areas having numeïous

lakes and rivers with good sport fishing potential occur in the

Duck Mountain, Porcupine lr{ountain and Riding Mountain.

IVith regard to commercial fishing, the only significant
lake is Lake winnipegosis, although lDàuphin Lake in the past

has supported a sma11 commercial fishery. Due to extensive

erosion of the surrounding farrnlands siltation in Lake Dauphin

is becorning a fornidable problem. Increased nutrient loads

from agriculture run-off has increased the rate of entrophica-
tion in the 1ake. Oxygen depletion occuring both in summer "ni
winter, has killed great number of fish. The capability for
commercial fishing potential in Lake Winnipegosis is difficult
to deternine. One measure of capability might include sustained

levels of productivity. However, during the past ten years,

cornmercial fish harvests have varied greatly and have been

dependent to a large degree on management practices as well as

possíb1e natural fluctuations which have not yet crearry been

defined.
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wì.LdLife CapabiLity

canada Land Inventory (cLI) divides ungulate wildlife

capability into five general categories corresponding to the

CLI classes which iridicate the ability to sustain certain rvild

ungulate species. These divisions apply to the following

big game animals; whitetailed deer, moose, elk, and woodland

caribou and represent estimated potential (not present ability)

of the land to support wild ungulates.

A nodified ungulate wildlife capability rnap identifies

the following capabilities (Map 3-77).

High Winter Capabil ity - land with ttie! capabil ity
Fõl-w@Classes 1, 2 and 3.

High Capability - Classes 1 and 2; none or very
ffions to the production of wild
ungulates.

lr{oderately High Capability - Class 3; slight
fîmitations.

Moderate Capability - Class 4; moderate limitations

Low Capability - Class 5 and 6; noderately severe
to severe limitations.

The highest quality deer habitat occurs on lands in and

around agricultural aTeas, especially on river va11ey sides,

escarpnent faces and certain hi11y areas where optimun condi-

tions of land forrn, soil type and vegetation coincide (l'{ao 3-18)

Moose habitat occurs around Riding Mountain and northtvard.

Combinations of riparian willow growth adjacent to dense upland

forests forming optimun moose habitat occur on the Duck and

Porcupine Mountains, and around Red Deer, Swan, and Pelican

Lakes (Map 3-19).
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Parkland Region
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Parkland Regiou

tAP 3-20
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Lands capable of supporting e1k populations occur in the Riding

Mountain, Duck Mountain and Porcupine Mountains.

Habitat suitable for l¡/oodland Caribou occurs in the north-

west area of the Parkland Region. The highest capability lands

occur where an internixture of ridges, eskers,rock outcrops,

1akes, fens, bogs and deciduous and mature coniferous forest

occur

The greatest land capabiiities for supporting fur'bearing

animals occurs in and around the densely covered areas of Duck

Mountain, Porcupine Mountain, Riding Mountain and inthe more

northern areas of the region around Red Deer Lake, Swan Lake,

Pelican Lake and Lake Winnipegosis.

WaterfouL

The waterfowl capability overview has the following land

categories derived from generalized CLI classes (Map 3-20).

lr4igration and Staging - lands important for
migration steps and staging.

High Capabilitv - lands with high capability for
production: Classes 1 and 2.

Moderatelv Hieh Capability - lands with moderately
oduction: Cl ass 4 .

Low Capabilitv - lands with Iow capability for
production : Classes 5, 6 and 7.

High capability ratings do not mean, in all cases, that lands

can support large numbers of waterfowl in the present condition.

Important staging aTeas in the zones are the marshy margins of

Lake Winnipegosis and shallow lakes such as Dauphin Lake, Swan

Lake and Pelican Lake (lt{ap 3-27).
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kland Region

rA? 3-2I
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3 .3.5.2. Resource Utilization

The utilization of fish and wildlife have been grouped

into five najor categories as follows:

1. Consumptive uses:

a) recreational and domestic huntitg,
b) commercial trapping, reptile and amphibian collecting;
c) scientific and education collection.

2. Non-consumptive uses: viewing, nature education,
artistic, photography

3. Indicator role: as symptoms of environmental
quality and change.

4. Biological control: suppressing or preventing
costly outbreaks of species destructive to develop-
ment and resource utilization.

5. Genetic reserves for breeders of dornesticated species.

The various uses that have been outlined above may provide

one oï more of the following benefits to the people in the

Parkland Region: income, jobs, and economic stirnulation; wild

food, maintenance of lifestyle for native people, recreation,

quality environment and balanced ecosystems; and lnardy breeding

stocks, scientific, education and artistic resources.

Eísh

Little infornation exists on the extent to which sport fish-

ermen utilize the various potential of lakes and rivers within

the Parkland Region. Resource Mana.gers in the region however,

have noted that there is an increasing demand for good sport

fishing areas. As a result of this denand, âtr active stocking

program was started to introduce greater numbers as well as

different types of game species to certain lakes and rivers.

The inportance of commercial fishing in the Parkland
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Region is dependent almost entirely on Lake Winnipegosis.

Decreased production of valuable fish species ín Lake Dauphin

over the past years is illustrated in table 3-18.

TABLE 3-18: TRENDS IN LAKE DAUPHIN FISH PRODUCTION

PRODUCTIO¡I

PERÏOD Picke re1 P ike Perch Tub i1 ee

----TTT-
Species

1930-35
1936 - 40

1941-4s
1946-50
1951-55
1956-60
1961-65
1966 -7 0

r97L-75
r975-77

826

2,266
1,541
2,r48
1,345

91ó

r63
49

60

47

7,773
253

283

978

523

903

577

143

15

1

3,222
2,734
2 ,637
3,733
2,490
3,872
2,352
7 ,397

552

638

179

474

319

478

307

,335
,097
s94

269

244

40

81

53

10

I3
53

37

2

0.2

i
1

SOURCE: Department of Renewable Resources, Fisheries Division
Fi1es.

The fishery of Lake lVinnipegosis has also had greatly fluctua-
ting production levels. As recently as 1956, more than two

million pounds of fish were taken from Lake Winnioegosis.

Catches reached an all time 1ow in 1973 rvhen the catch of
wa11eye, which is presently the most valuable fish species, hras

only 63,700 pounds. With 299 men enployed in the fishery the

average incorne for each man was $213.00 for the I97Z-73 season.

In the past few years there has been an increase in the walleye

catch on Lake 't{innipegosis. The pickerel production was up

by about 150r000 pounds in the 7974-75 season conpared to
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the previous year. Another upsurge in production occured

in the fa11 of 797 6 when a total of 361,000 pounds r{reïe taken.

walleye production increased to 4r2,800 pounds in the rg76-77

season. The price paid to the fishermen for walleye in
r976 reached 7r cents per pound. Marketing of freshwater fish
is conducted by the Freshwater Fish Marketing corporation.
A pilot project is presently being carried on in the parkland

Region testing the narketability of less valuable fish species

such as carp and nu11et.

wi.LdLi. f e

Little information exists on the non-consumptive uses of
wi1d1ife. These benefits are usually obtained as a by-product

of the management of the wildlife resources for consumptive

use. The increasing denands on a linited wildlife resouïce

base however has raised concern for environmental qualíty and

is encouraging nore research and management in this area.

Wildlife is produced in varying degrees of intensity,
as a by-product of all land uses. The manner in which land

is employed and the limitations to its use substantially
determine the nature and accessibility of its wildlife resource

potential. Provincial crown lands specificalry arlocated to
the conservation, managenent and use of wildlife include,
wildlife management areas, public shooting grounds and r,uildlife
refuges. rn addition, substantial acreages of crown Land are

allocated to land uses which affect wildlife managernent and use.

These areas include Provincial Parks, provincial Recreation

Areas, Provincial Forests, community Pastures, and National

Parks. Private land is also a very inportant component influencing
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wildlife production and use.

The benefits obtained from recreational consunptive use

of wildlife have not been measured in any comprehensive manner.

However, some attempts have been made to calculate the do11ar

values of the meat harvest, the total expenditures by hunters

and weaponry, travel, accomodation, transportation, and the

nonetary value which the hunters thenselves attribute to their

hunting experience. A summary of available studies on hunter

expenditure suggests that big game hunters spend an average

of $160 (1975 dollars) each per season on permit fees, arms

and amrnunition, accomodation, travel, food, etc. The addí-

tional fees or willingness to pay by hunters has been estimated

at $fg.+0 (1975) per hunter-day for whitetailed deer sport

hunters.

The Parkland Region has been divided into three main game

management areas. These hunting units include the Duck Mountain

area, the Porcupine Mountains east to Lake Ì{innipegosis and

the West Lake area east and south ofthe Duck lVountain olanning

area. The Renewable Resources Planning Branch has collected

general information on patterns in wildlife use and regional

distribution for some inportant species from hunting data.

Estimated deer populations in the Parkland Region are noted

in the follorving Table 3-L9 :
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TABIE 3-1q ESTI}{ATED DEER POPIII"ATION IN T}IE PARIC-AND REGION 1955 AND 1970

DEER STZE OF AREA
POPTJLATTOI,¡ (Ui. z1

1955 1970

PROPORTION OF DEER
IN AGRO-T{AN]TOBA
19ss 7970

AUG. 4DEER/
Mi. "

AREA

Westlake

Duck
Mountains

Porcupine

7 ,214

2,1r4

2,853

7 ,20I

3,285

4,076

4 ,816

2,642

4 ,381

1.5

r.2

0.9

5

8

4

5

The najor factor affecting the long term variation in deer

populations has been noted to be the reduction in suitable

habitat by intensification of agricultural use. In contrast,

emplðyment in deer habitat occurs wíth forestry harvest, forest

fires and reforestation.

In 7973, the Manitoba moose pooulation was estinated to

be 45,000. E1k were estimated to number 7,500, 91 percent of

which r^lere in the Riding Mountain and Duck Mountain. Hunting is

not allowed within the Riding Mountain National Park boundaries.

E1k and moose habitat occur in areas of 1ow agriculture develop-

ment, principally in and around Riding Mountain, Duck Mountain

and Porcupine Mountain. In general, InooSe hunters each spend

on the average, four to five days hunting. Other big game

harvested in the region includes black bear. Migratory and

upland game birds are also important consumptive uses oî wildlife

in the Parkland Region for hunting recreation.

Trapping in the Parkland Region has been an important

souïce of income for many lndividuals. The location of registered

traplines have been grouped into four rnain areas. These areas
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include the Duck Mountains, Porcupine Mountains and the northern

palt of the region including the Red Deer - shoal River unit

and the camper Duck unit. Trapping in open or agricultural

areas is also pernitted. The number of registered traplines

are noted in Table 3-D :

TABLE. 3-20: REGISTERED TRAPLINES IN THE PARKLAND REGTON

TOTAL LTCENSES
72 - 73

AREA 7r . 72

Camperduck
Duck Mountain
Porcupine Mountain
Red Deer-Shoal River

TOTAL

100

44

26

r23

293

r22
46

30

724

*5L¿

. commercial use of wildlife in Manitoba is an important

industry. The exact trend in relation to species utilized, is

however, rot easy to predict or even discuss considering the

nany constraints placed upon data availability. commercial

use of wildlife in the Parkland Region is also an important

development consideration. The region has a wide diversity of

wildlife species and provides some of the best hunting and

fishing areas in lr{anitoba as well as scientific and educational

potent ial .

The only aspects of wildlife denand which can be docu-

mented are related to sport hunting, fishing and trapping' Here

data is available in respect of licenses issued to project the

number of users of wi1dlife. General categories of economic

irnportance include:

a) Resident and non-resident angling-licgnse¡
b1 Big game licenses (deer, moose' e1k, bear)
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c) Game bird licenses (ducks, geese, unland game)
d) Trapping pernits.

Summary

In general, the denand for consumptive use of rnanaged

wildlife species in the Parkland Region arready exceeds supply

and restriction of harvest by the imposition of seasons and

license requirements has arready been introduced. For species

of birds and rnammals that are ionmonly hunted, the key to sus-

tained and increased populations lies in good nanagement and

maintenance of suitable habitat. The irnportance of the increasing
demand for wildlife for educational puïposes is also an irnnor-

tant consideration.

I{lhi1e the overall importance of commercial fishing and

trapping on a regional basis is ninimal. The reliance on this
sector for jobs and income in specific areas within the regíon

is most irnportant.

The Renewable Resource Planning Branch notes the following
questions for consideration:

1. For Recreation, what level of user demand can
be realistically met and what role does Crown
Land have in achieving this demand?

2. l,{hat is the relative priority of domestic
hunting to consumptive recreation wildlife use?

3. I{hat leve1 of demand can be met and sustained
in respect to commercial fishing and trapping.

4. What are the inter-relationships of fish and
wildlife with other developrnent consideration?
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CHAPTER 4

THE PARKLAND REGIONAL DEVELOPN,IENT CORPORATiON

4.I General 0verview

In viewing the objectives, ro1e, and organizatíonal struc-

ture of the Parkland Regional Development Corporation (PRDC) a

number of questions are raised.

1. Why was the regional development corporation
concept introduced?

2. I^/hat do its goals and ob j ectives inply?

It is the intent of this section to deal with the above issues,

hopefully to give perspective to the organizationa1- approach

adopted by the PRDC and the present state of the corporation

evolution.

4. L. L History

The first Regional Development Corporation was formed

voluntari1-y by the nunicipalities in the Pembina Va11ey Region

of Manitoba with the assistance'of the Provincial Government

in 1964. Subsequently, corporations were formed in the

West-Man region in 1966, the Central -P1ains, East -ltlan and

Parkland regions in 1968 and the Interlake and Nor-lvlan

regions in 197 0 .1

1_
'MRDC 1975, p. 5, Manitoba Regional Development Corpofations
1975.Subnission@îoña1Deve1opnentCorpora-
tions in Manitoba to the Regional Development Conrnittee of
the Government of lt{anitoba, January , 797 5.
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The regional devel.opnent concept r^ras a reconlnendation of the

Committee on l'lanitoba's Economic Future (COl'lEF) released in

1963. The report recommended the formation of Regional

Development Corporations (RDCs) as a means to further econ-

omic and social developnent in rural lt{anitoba. The recommenda-

tion was based on the need for a 1ocal involvement in govern-

ment economic development programs. It was realized that

other government programs r^rere achieving limited success in

building economic stability within Manitobars rural area.

4. 7. 2 RationaLe

The concept of regional development corporations was

recommended by COMEF report as a means of improving develop-

ment in Manitoba. It was recognized that this regional

development approach would be rnore effective if coordinated

on a regional 1eve1. The type of coordination required was

to be dependant on a number of factors that would probably

vary between the different regions. The rationale for the

regional developnent concept was based on the need to improve

rnethods of provincial-1oca1 coordination in approaching

regional development problerns by providing a rnechanism to

introduce 1ocal involvement. The TED report which was

published in 1969 emphasized that these corporations must

assume the rnajor responsibility for co-ordinating the people

of the region into an effective planning unit. The need for

regional planning involving 1ocal participation tn¡as stated.
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The regional developrnent process demands that
the people of the regíon must participate in
planning, effecting, adjusting and controlling
community change--the best possible results can
be expected when the regiqn's people participate
in the planning process. L

SinilarLy, the TED report identified the function of

the Regional Development Corporations as well as its position
in t.h" development process:

'Regional development strategy rnust be able to
deal with the particular coordination problems
which appear at distinct stages of the regional
development process. Most l,lanitoba reg ions are
in a prelininary stage of regional development
planning. This stage requires a strategy of
research, of informing the people of a region
about their developnent opportunities, and of
developing necessary links between the people
of a region and the senior 1eve1s of government.
During this preliminary stage, hasty policy
conclusions made withorrt research and consulta-
tion must be avoided. 3

The rationale for the introduction of the Regional Develop-

nent Corporation concept then appears to be based on three

po ints :

1. the need for loca1 involvement in the
planning process.

2. the need for coordination of develop-
ment strategies at a regional 1eve1.

3. the need to inprove federal-provincial-
local coordination in approaching
regional development problens.

Zco*rission on Target for Economic Development to 1980,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1969, p. 411 (TED Report).

3trn Report, Page 454.
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Upon the Regional Developnent Corporations fa11s the critical

role of dealing with the problems of uncertainty, planning and

effective participation in the rural areas. It also appears

that the RDC concept was established to provide a regional

body to act as an interface between the region, and provincial

and federal governments.

Since the formation of Regional Development Corporations

in lr{anitoba, many issues and questions have arisen as to just

what the RDCs represent and the intent of the objectives they

hrere meant to fu1fi11. There also seems to be confusion

concerning where the development corporations fit ínto the

rural economic devel-opment process. The fo11or^ring sections

will discuss in rnore detail some of the above issues.

4.2 Obj ectives

The obj ectives of the Parkland Regional Developnent

Corporation (PRDC) as noted in the Letter Patent of Incorpora-

tion dated April 19, 1968, state the following:

1. To promote, encourage, assist and foster the
econornic developnent of the area comprising
the region and to institute pïogranls t^¡hich
will assist the economic development of the
reg ion;

Z. To assess the economic potential of the
reg ion;

3. To investigate circumstances and situations
which may inhibit or retard economic develoÞ-
ment in the region and to make recommenda-
tions for the improvement or renoval of such
circumstances and situations;
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4. To cooperate with other persons in achiev-
ing thè obj'ects set out in clauses a), b),
c);

5. To assist and cooperate with the officials
of the municipalities located in the,region,
and with the Þrovince of lr{anitoba and the
Government of Canada and with officials of
any other governmental agency, Chamber of
Commerce oi other community group in creat-
ing and planning for the economic develop-
ment of the region.

6. To carïy on the above objects without
pecuniaíY gain to its members'"4

An important issue plesently exists which confronts ti:e

intended function of the PRDC. Shortly after the PRDC

received its Letter of Patent which outlined the above object-

ives, a change in government prompted a meeting with the new

Premier to align the direction of the RDCs with new govern-

ment policy. At a meeting with the RDCs in 1969, Premier

Schreyer expïessed the provincial governmentrs intention to

plan and inplement government development programs in conjunc-

tion lvith the RDCs.5 The Premier, ãt this meeting, defined

the regional development objectives of the Provincial Govern-

ment. It was noted that the RDCs were to compile comprehen-

sive regional development plans that would guide the province

as to the priorities for development policy. The emphasis of

the development plans were to focus on job creation, the

protection and improvement of a good quality environment, and

4L"tt"t Patent of Incorporation of Parkland Regional
Developnent Inc. by Honourable stewart E. NlcLean, Provincial
Secr etary. 1968.

SParkland Regional Development Incorpoi-ated, "l''lanagert
Report" Annual lr{eeting, April 3, 1978.
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social conditions The frameworkthe attainment of bet.ter

outlined by the Premier for developing these comprehensive

regional plans hras to be based on the following principles:

The plans prepared for each region must be of
high'quality in their analysis and conception'
The regional plans will be prepared within the
franewõrk of ä provincial plan or terrns of
reference; and become components of the provin-
cial p1an.

The concept of delegation of responsibility to
those affècted will be followed in allocating
authoríty for plan preparation. This would
mean tttat each región would pl-ay a key role'
Effective means of achieving plan implementa-
tion will be considered in establishing the
framework for Plan PreParation.
The planning framework wí11 be sufficiently
ftexible to take into account the extent to
which people in different regions ar9 prepared
to commit- thenselves to a regional plan'
Regional planning will be considered a continu-
ing process.
The Government of Manitoba, with the Department
of Industry and Comnerce playing a -key ro1e, is

"ó* 
piot""âittg with designing, the format and

deteimining the proper federal, provincial,
regional aña tocä1 responsibilities in prepar-
ing these plans. u

The RDC's were told by the Premier at this meeting that

the government would consult with them to deterrnine just how

and where the corporation would fit into the formulation and

ímplenentation of the established economic development plans'

The basic goals of the development plans l^/ere summarízed

by the Prenier as follows:

6I., t joint meeting with RDC Presidents and
september 19-69, Premier sçhreyer def ined regional
objectives of the Provincial Government'

Managers in
devel opment
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1. Fu1l enployment

2. Average income as close as possible to
the provincial 1eve1 and a reasonably
balanced distribution of incomes within
each region.

3. The fu11 and best use of the region's
resources.

4. I¡Jhere economical-ly feasible, population
stabilitY and growth.

5. Good commercial services.

6. An attractive environment.

7. A high standard of cultural and recre-
ational amenities

The role of the RDCs as defined in 1969 was that of

long-term planning for economic developnent. Although en-

phasis was placed on balanced growth, development was to be

based on the potential of various sectors such as natuTal resources

The importance of constructive participation of the people

of each region in planning through the RDC was also noted

by the Premier.

To date, except for the broad regional development

objectives outlined by the Premier in 1969, there has been

no development of provincial policy or prograns which would

serve as a frameworlc for the RDCs to work within. T It

appears that from this lack of directional policy has groi\¡Il one of

the biggest problems confronting not only the PRDC but all

of the RDCs in Manitoba. Ílhi1e there is an awaleness at

the provincial and federal 1eve1s that a loca1 thrust should

be incorporated into goVeÏnment economic developnìent programs,

the RDCs feel that support has been sporadic The PRDC

April 3, 19787'"PP.DC, "Manager's Report, Annual Meeting,
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notes that it has received only token support from government

on an issue by issue basis. As a result the PRDC and other

regional corporations have been forced to deal with economic

developnent concerns in an ad hoc fashion.

Further to the legislated objectives, repïesentative
from each of the RDCs of lr'fanitoba at a meeting in rgTs agreed

that emphasis should be placed on strengthening inter-ïegiona1,
intra-regional, provincial and federal communication on reg'ion-

a1 matters. As wel1, there was agreement that the RDCs should

foster a spirit of cooperation at all 1eve1s of government.

The final principle noted that the najor role of the RDC rrrâs to
provide an objective and consistent approach to development

within the region over the long-term. As a working body, the

RDCs have had difficulties in achieving these general goals.

These difficulties will be discussed in the following sections:
4.3 Approach

The Parkland Regional Development corporation (PRDC) was

incorporated in 1968 as a non-profit organization under Section

r23 of the companies Act. The following section will present

the basic details on the PRDC's structure, funding and strategy
to lay the basis for a better understanding of the RDC as a

concept and its working function.
4. 3. L Stz,uctune

Membership in a Regional Development Corporation is
voluntary and is open to all incorporated cities, towns,

vi11ages, and rural municipalities. l4unicipalities join
the Corporation on the basis of a membership contract. The
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structure of the RDC provides for a Board of Directors who

are either appointed directly to the Board by the nember

towns, villages and municipalities, or elected by none

appointees at the annual meeting. Policies and programs

of the RDC are determinecl by the Board of Directors.

In the Parkland Region, certain to\.{ns, villages and

municipalities have been grouped together to fornn six zones.

There are gener al-ly six directors in each zone, one of .lvhich

is elected to be a representative on the regional board or

management committee. 0f the six official directors electei

to its board of directors, presently, three of the members are reeves.

two menbers are municipal councillors, and one member is a

non-rnunicipal representative. In addition to municipal

representatives, provision was made for ex-officio directol's

on the board, representing the provincial government and

certain regional interests. This was done to provide a

mechanism for liason and technical support. The PRDC

employs a sma11 staff comprised of a general Inanageï and a

secretary to carry out the programs of the Board. The manager

at the present time notes that the PRDC benefits from the

support of forty-six volunteer directors and non-directors.

The following diagram represents a structural conceptualiza-

tion of the PRDC.
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F igur e 4-I Structure of the Parkland Regional
ion

The
Deve lopment Corporat

Resional Board of Directors

4.3.2 Funding

Membership in the PRDC is voluntary'

Region there aTe thirty-six municipalities, to\'üns ancl loca1

government districts of which twenty-three are members of the

corporation as of lt{aY , 1979. These municiPalities join the

corporation on the basis of a three year membership contract

and pay a per-capita fee. The operational budget for the

corporation is largely provided for by the provincial govern-

ment and is administered through the Department of Economic

Development. The following is a summary of the Regional

Developrnent Corporations funding policy:

r!
\

tr
I

E
I

IqI

I

rsærI

In the Parkland

Annual opet"ating grant to- each Corporation,
on 

"pptoved 
appÍiðation, based on the fo11ow-

ing formula:

a. Basic grants of $SO, O0O provì-ded that
minimum municipal participation require-
ments are met. (see Point 2, below)

b. Matching 50/50 grant for additional
municipá1 per capita or equivalent
cash contributions, uP to a max]-mum

of $6,000 for an¡ one CorPoration'

ZONES
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c. Special. travel/cost grants for
Párkland Region of $ZsOO. and
Norman Region $SOOO.

Associate and initial nembershiP
fees ineligible for additional
provincial matched funding purposes

Ivlunic ipal minimum annual part i cipat ion
requirements:

lvfinimum per capita contribution of
20d for each rural municiPalitY'
30+ for each vi11age, and 40(, for
each town or city that belongs to
the Corporation.

At least 60% of the municiPalities
and 60% of the population in a region
must belong. Exceptions to the 60%
policy will only be considered where
unusual circumstances exist (such as
adj acency to a maj or urban centre)
and will be subject to Provincial
approval in each individual case.

Submission of annual budget three
months in advance for review of
Corporation program and financial
compatibility with the intent of
Regional Development Corporation
program.

The application for the provincial operating glant submitted

by an RDC to the Department of Economic Development is

processed on the basis of:

A review of previous year's activities-

The proposed programs and projects, in
priorized order for the coming year-

Anticipated sources of revenue, listing
each confirmed member municipality
along with its population and per capita
1 evy.

4. The proposed budget for the corning year.

An audited financial statenent for the
previous year.

d.

2.

1.

?

3.

5.
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The budgeting policy has remaíned unchanged since 7972

except that the RDCs now have control over the amount of per

capita fee charged to municipalities , towns and L. G. D ' s ' An

example of the PRDC's working budget is shown below as taken

frorn the PRDC's 1977 Annual Report.

Parkland Regional Development Inc.
Statement of Operating Fund Revenue

r97 7

I NCON,IE

Municipal Financing

- Ivlembership per
- Special LevY

Associate MenbershiP

Provincial Funding

- Administration
- Special Travel
- It{atching Grant s

*Federal Funding

Capita Assessment

Fees

Grant
Grant

rz,168. 00
3,000.00

500.00

1978 estimated $83,000.00

Miscellaneous ReceiPts

- Printing
- Interest

30,000.00
2,50 0.00
3,500. 00

500. 00
400.00

Average total without
Canada Works Funding.

52,568.00

It is expected that the PRDC's I979 budget would differ

only slightly to the above illustration. Canada Works Grants

have added a considerable amount of money to a number of

*Federal funding dependant on Canacla Works Program'
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Tesearch projects conducted by the Corporation. However'

these grants remain uncertain from year to year '

One final point that might be noted is that the annual

operating grants to regional development corporations are

included in the Canada/Manitoba Industrial Development Sub-

Agreement. However, the grant to the RDC's is funded fu11y

by choice of the Provincial Department of Economic Developnent'

4.3.3 StrategY

The orígina1 objectives of the PRDC as a working organiza-

tion focussed primarily on industrial development to establish

industry in the region and to provide jobs to naintain popula-

tion. The Parkland corporation has gradually changed this

role from a basically industrial development organization to

broader conceTns of regional development. The development

of the total potential of the region is noÍr the objective'8

The RDCs note that each Corporation has adapted its approach

to development in accordance with the particular character-

istics of the region; however, there are certain basic prin-

ciples which have been common to all. Major principles

include the following:

1. CollectivitY

The Corporations have operated.on the basis
that more could be accornplished by munici-
pãtiti"t and communities working together
il't"tt could be accomplished by workíng
separatelY.

SltRnc 1975, p. 11
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2. Cooperation

The Corperations foster a spirit of coopera-
tion at all levels: between urban and rural'
between communities within the region;
between the region and senior Governments.
At the regional leveI, this has often meant
that community priorities have had to take
second place to regional priorities.

3. Objectivity and Continuity

The Boards of Directors attempt to make their
decisions in the long-term best interests of
the people of the region. It was recognized
that because of the norrnal democratíc process
both 1oca1 governments and senior governments
would make subjective demands for short-term
results in development. It was felt that a
major role of the RDCs was to provide an
objective and consistent approach to develoP-
ment rvithin the region ovei'the long-term. 9

The role of the RDCs has been interpreted as that of a

comprehensive developer concerned with not only the economic

aspects of development, but with the cu1tura1, social and

political aspects as we1l. The RDCs feel they can fill a role

which neither the federal or provincial gorrernments can fi11,

while providing strength and unity at the local or gïass roots

1eve1.

0riginal expectation for the emergence of a dynamic

industrial development program did not materíalize for the

PRDC.10 The manager of the PRDC noted that. this has resulted

in disappointment at the local leve1 which 1ed to a period of confusion of

purposes, with the corporation practising ad hoc opportunism

in order to retain support of municipal councils. Along

9l,lRnc , rg1 s, p. 6.

10pRlC, "Managers Report", Annual l4eeting, Ig77.
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with the adopted broader role of the PRDC in dealing with

the economy of the region as a who1e, various communities

have had difficulty in identifying the neh/ function with

the Corporation.

over the past three years, the PRDC has initiated a

regional planning pTogram of its own. l¡Jith representat ives

of the various municipalities, communities and 1oca1 advisors

a procedural policy has been formulated and service priorities

identified. The policies for the PRDC adopted by resolution

at their Annual lr{eeting, ApriI 26, I976, are listed as

follows:

r. Because of Limitations of resources (money,
staff and tirne), f irst priority will be
given to work at the regional 1eve1, second
[rioríty to work at the zonal 1evel, third
to comnûnity and fourth priority to vested
interest grôups (individuals, etql).. -Th"relative:.mpoitance of the specifi. indivi-
dual project will always be considered in
making such decisions.

Parkland should act as a resource in all
matters in which members can be assisted;
e.g. help in securing grant support or. in
apþroachès to senior governments or other
appropriate agencies.

To organize and assist communities, regard-
less õf size, interested in regional, zonaT
and community concerns; e.g. rail line
abandonment, land and water management,
housing, libraries, etc.

To have the people who are directly ilt?lved
and affected, nâte as many of the decisions
as possible, feasible and effective (decision
naking at the "grass-roots" leve1 where
pos s ible .

II.

III

IV



V.

V]
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To maximize the gain to the region from
any activities in the region; e.g. hous
ing programs: where possible houies
should be built in the region using
1oca1 resources and labour.

These devices of Parkland should not
duplicate or overlap seïvices already
in existence or otherwise available to
the region.

In some cases a fee for service mav be
charged for services rendered.ll

VII

At the Annual Meeting of the parklands Regional Develop-

ment corp orat ion in 797 7 at Dauphin , J .A. Maclili 11an f rom the
Department of Agricultural Economics, university of Manitoba

questioned the members of the Development corporation on

eight regional development issues. The issue dealt with
included: 1) jobs, 2) housing, 3) education, 4) health,
5) transportation, 6) land use, 7) environment and g)

Tesources development. The purpose k'as to identify a

consensus on common developnent goa1s.

The results as sunmarized by MacMillan note the following:

-More jobs for people wanting to work and 'resourcedevelopnent by sector (economic growth)' weïe both
ranked first. rChanges in land-use allocation' wasnext. rrnproved quality of transportation services
education, housing and environmentl hrere third.rQuality of health servicesf was ranked 1ast. Thepreferences expressed in the group discussions have
been summarized into the fo11õwinþ broad. statementof goals for regional development in the parklands
Region - Inprovement in Jobs, Resource Development
and Quati

1 1po1 ic i es
by Resolution at
26, r97 6.

for Parkland Regional Developrnent Inc. Adopted
the Annual }{eeting of the l'{ernbership on Rpiit



Further to the above general goa1s, with respect
to jobs, the following ta-rget groups were identi-
fied in decreasing order of importance: 1) heads
of households now employed , 2) school graduates,
3) welfare recipients, 4) housewives and the
handicapped. With respect to subcategories
under resource development (econonic growth)
the rank in decreasing order of importance is:
1) livestock, Z) crops, 3) recreation, 4)
rnanuf actur ing and 5 ) f ores try .
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Changes in land use allocation came out as a
clear second to jobs and resource development.
With respect to the subcategory "use of crol^In
land" the rank order is: 1) pasture, 2)
forestry, 3) parks and 4) subdivision control
5) zoning by-laws, ó) rural and urban land
banking, and 7) control of farm land by farmers.

Transportation, housing, education and environ-
ment were ranked third. With respect to trans-
portation issues, rankings were very inconsis-
tent. Roads, rail and air were each ranked
first by different groups. It appears that
considerable confusion exists with respect to
the role of alternative modes and efficiency
of transportation in regional development.
The housing subcategory rank is: 1) farmers,
2) trade centres, and 3) Indian reserves. The
ranks for the subcategories under education
I^rere inconsistent.

Environmental issues were ranked second last:
1) improved town water and sewer, 2) pollution
control, and 3) wildlife protection. Health
services r^rere ranked last and stated as not an
issue by one group.

Inportant resources Ì{ere placed in the fo11ow-
ing order: 1) human resources, 2) natural
resources, and 3) infrastructure. Within
the natural resource category, the order is:
1) agricultural 1and, 2) water, 3) park 1and,
4) wildlife, and 5) fishery.

The following actions to promote employment weïe
listed: 1) general lowering of taxes, Z)
encourage employers to hire younger people,
3) pronote local shopping, 4) survey needs
and encourage development, 5) forn 1oca1 develop-
ment financing pools, 6) decentralization of
federal-provincial economic development agencies,
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7) decentralization of national corporations,
8) promote secondary school agricultural
institutes, 9) develop resources through
agricultural incentives, transportation
sérvices, toqlist development, and industrial
activities . 12

In the Obiects of Cha.rter of the PRDC and in statements

issued by government in the past, it appears that one of the

prirnary roles of the RDC was to set up comprehensive develop-

nent plans for the region. The PRDC has recently directed

more effort towards the establíshment of development plans.

However, a Sense of confusion Seems to exist aS to the form

these development plans should take and where they should

fit into the development Process.

Some examples of PRDC's present involvement include

various areas such as promotion of infornation progTams 
'

government advisory agencies, and grass roots involvement

with f armers, f ishermen and other interest groups. l¡lore

specifically, some actual programs being carried on by the

PRDC include:

a) Financing of Education
This was a 10 year analysis of nunicipal
and education levies and the annual budgets
of five Parkland school divisions.

b) Building Inspector Program
Several-munièipalities are experiencing
difficulty in satisfying the building
code requirements in that, a small-
municipafity does not have the work load
to supþort a ful1-time building inspector.

12l.l,. MacMillan, IÏrg Need for Partnership in Regional
Development, p. i. J.Á.
Þoss-i-b-ie. -- bepartment of Agricultuiãf-Tõonomics, University
õT-TãniToba (paþer presented to the Annual Meeting of the
Parklands Regional Development Corporation, Dauphin,
April 18 , 1977).
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c) Cable T.V Services to seven Parkland
Communit i es .

d) Parkland Farm Study
An examination of agriculture from
the regional point of view and
analysis of its strengths and weak-
nesses.

e) The Carp and Mullet Domestic Fish
Marketing Proj ect

f) 'Transportation Study
A study to look at transportation
costs, standards of services in 1oca1
communities and regulations affecting
transportation in the Parkland Region.

It is also noted that the PRDC recognizes the value of indus-

trial development in the region. However, the PRDC manager

points out that industrial development,, in the strict sense, has

recently been relegated to the Department of Economic Develop-

ment.

The PRDC operates within a policy of providing support

to regional and 1ocal organizations.lS Tt has been noteci

that 1ocaI Chanbers of Commerce and individual municipalities

often request support in dealing with 1oca1 issues. The

regional organizations which have received establishment

assistance in the past include the Parkland Regional LibrãrY,

the Parkland Tourist and Convention Association. SimilatIy,

support is províded to provincial and federal government

programs.

The PRDC and its Board of Dírectors have set a deliberate

course of action in committing the resouïces and efforts of the

organi zatíon towa-rd dealing with:

13pRnc, Report to Swan River Council, I4arch 20, I979
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1. critical problems which are undermining the
regionts economy as expressed by the member
municipalities and their directors, and

2. the development of the region's natural
resources änd potentials.Ï4

In summary, the PRDC notes that the effectiveness of

the RDC in meeting the needs and serving the interests of

its'communities and its municipalities depends on the

continuing support and involvgment of its nunicipal mernbers

and their directors. The PRDC is based on municipal rnember-

ship and control, and feels it can deal more effectively and

objectively with issues that affect its communities than can

goveïnment agencies and personnel.

A number of inportant issues and concerns have arisen

in regard to the present role and approach the PRDC is nor./

taking. The following section- will attempt to address

these questions.

1Á.*'PRDC, Annual Report, I978"
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4.4 Issues and Concerns

The experience of RDCs in lt{anitoba has been primarily

the involvement of loca1 people in the rural development

process. While the need f'or a grass -roots approach to rural

development has been widely accepted, issues and concerns

regarding the RDCs effectiveness and direction har¡e, at

times arisen. This section will attempt to identify a

number of these issues.

In I975, a submission prepared by the RDCs of l'{anitoba

was presented to the government identifying the following

concerns:

1. The need for goveïnment recognition of the
RDC role.

2. Concern over the local government-RDC
relationship.

3. The need for technical support and advice
from the Provincial Government on programs
and projects undertaken by the Corporations.

4. To broaden the base of involvement of the
RDCs.

5. Concern over the financial resources to
meet the increased operating costs of the
RDCs.

6. The need for and importance of having a

vehicle for liaison between the RDCs and
the Provincial Government.l5

It has been noted thatrat tines, various towns and

municipalities have re-evaluated their membership in the

RDC. .The West-Man Development Corporation centered in

l5lutRoc , Lg7 s, p. 17 .
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Brandon faced this situation. As member municipalities decided

to discontinue membership in the l¡lest-Man RDC, the corporation

ceased to operate. While some corporations such as the Nor li{an

RDC centered ín Thompson maintains the nernbership of all the

towns and municipalities in its region, other corporations like
Parkland, Interlake, East-Man and Pembina Va11ey for a variety
of Teasons have f luctuation mernbership.

Twenty-three of the total thirty-six towns, municipali-
ties and 1oca1 government districts of the Parktrand region are

presently members of the PRDC. Possibly because of the chang-

ing role and involvement of the PRDC or possibly, the lack of

consistent support from government, the PRDC has been continually
forced to justify its existence. The present manager of the

PRDC feels that lack of clear government policy has added to the

problem of identifying development goals and working effectively
to achieve them. One government development representative

noted that one dirnension of the problem results from the various

interpretations of the legislated objectives of regional develop-

ment corporations in general. This variation in views is deter-

mined by three bodies; government, 1oca1 municipalities and the

administration of the RDCs.

A nunber of managers and directors of other regions

were questioned to determine why certain towns and municipalities
were not members of the RDC. Towns deciding to revoke their
membership seldom gave specific reasons, however, a few possible

reasons were identified.
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noted that they had similar
would overlap with RDC

it difficult to justify the
which often have intangible

Some councillors' do not understand the
function of the RDC.

4. There is possibly an information flow
problem in terms of directors not repoït-

. ing back to councils.

It would appear that t"rnb"tship should be the rnajor

conceïn of an RDC designed to incorporate 1oca1 concerns.

The RDCs have a basic ïesponsibility to involve 1ocal people

in discussion of developmental issues and to work towards a

consensus of views on larger issues affecting the regional

community. Therefore, the strength of an RDC lies in its

membership as well as its effectiveness in communication.

If one is to address the above concerns, the following

questions might be raised:

1. Is the structure adequate to permit 1oca1
par t icipation?

2. Why do communication flow problems exist
and how might communication be improved?

3. Itrhat type of 1oca1 participation most
benefits the regional development process.

4. What is the role of the RDC as taken from
the perspective of government, 1ocal
members and RDC administrators.

The opinions of RDC llanagers and directors were sought

in an attenpt to answer the above questiorrr.16 It appeared

that all approached were in general agreement with the RDC

16Thor" interviewed included representatives of all but one
of Manitoba's Regional Development Corporations.
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structure at the regional 1evel. However concerns were expressed

in regard to the input at the municipal 1eve1. it was pointed

out that the effectiveness of the RDC hras dependent upon the dedi-

cation of the volunteer members. It has been noted that at

present, the daily operations of a regional development corpora-

tion relies seventy-five percent on the competence of the manager.
'Whi1e the directors are usually inforned, unless each town

or municipal director reports back to councils on a regu.lar basis,

the mayors, reeves, councillors, and secretary-treasurer tend to

be uninformed regarding RDC matters. It has been noted that the

procedures of councils often defeat effective communication

between members and the RDC. This refers to other council

priorities as well as an apparent lack of council support at

times for the regional development corporations. A number of

interviervees feit that better participation might be achieved if
directors were comprised of businessmen, farmers and others in
the area who have a vested interest in the region's economy. One

manager felt that with the broad goals of the RDC, it was also

important to have directors from a wide range of backgrounds.

Some RDCs have recently started to alternate the location

of the corporation's meetings on a regular basis. Reports

indicate that directors thus achieve a better perspective of

other comnunities in the region. Also a few RDCrs have opened .

all meetings by inviting the loca1 Chamber of Commerce, Town

Council and other interest groups. This has 1ed to greater

interest in the RDC and irnproved communication and participation

as well.

17pRnC, r'l4anagersr Report", Annual Report, 1978
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Another concern expressed by RDC managers is the need for

government recognition of the RDC ro1e. Most RDCs note that

while government cooperation is good, there are areas where

improvements could be made. The RDC/government cooperation

concern is expressed on both sides. This concern reflects up-

on the differing expectations of each body. The question of

what is and what should be the specific. function of the RDC is

often raised. The key point noted in regard to the RDCrs role

is that they are autonomous bodies. This is reflected by the

differing priorities of each RDC. One suggestion has been rnade

to elect a conmon spokesman for the RDCs to voice the joint

concerns of the RDCs as well as to clearly identify the role

of RDCs to governrnent and other interest groups. However, it is

also feared that if the RDCs become too structured, they might

lose their autonomy. Based on the above noted concerns it

is understandable that the role of the RDC remains to be an

issue. .

ConceTn has been expressed that there is a need for a

rnechanism at the senior government 1evel to a1low the priorities

expressed by the RDC to be incorporated into the policy and

priorities of the province. Effort in this direction has

recently been taken by the rnanagers representing the RDCs.
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The RDCs feel strongly that the priorities of the loca1 people should

enter into the planning process. The PRDC manager for example, notes that

the RDCs are opposed to bureaucracy dictating regional develop-

rnent policies and priorities.

It is further noted that the PRDCs municipal rnembership,

Board 9f Directors, policies, priorities and programs are u11

formulated from within the region. The PRDC states that the

RDC is not an arm of senior government or a delivery mechanism

for government programs (any such function in this regard is

at the discretion of the RDC in supporting its regional goals).

Vrlhile the RDC shares many goals and involvements with federal

and provincial government agencies, it does ì-lot operate according to

their.priorities and direction. The PRDC however, seeks Þo1icy direction

from government. This apparent contracliction seems to t-evo1r¡e

around the specific planning function of the RDC. Is the

function of the RDC to act as a facilitator in the rural develop-

ment process with the nain role to improve local input and

identify development potentials? Or, alternatively, is the

function of the RDC to develop comprehensive development plans

for the region ar'd to provide a mechanism to carry out prograns that

do not necessarily fa11 under plovincial government priority.

The questions raised by what the specific planning function

should be and how local development plans should fit into the

regional developnent process are not easily answered and will

require further research. The present planning ro1e, however,

appears fairly unstructured and informa1. Some feel that the

funding of the RDCs does not permit an active planning program.
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The financial concern expressed by the RDCs has legitimacy

for a number of Ìeasons, t he first reason being that funds

have remained relatively static since I972. The main reason,

however, is dependent upon which specific planning

functions the RDCs adopt. Planning, Tesearch and program

implenentation requires considerable amounts of money. If

budgetary expansion is deemed necessary, a number of alterna-

tives might be considered. The follorn,ing possibilities

Tepresent only a few:

1. Federal cost sharing in addition to munícipal and
provincial shares.

2. Increasing loca1 funding levies which are
matched by provincial grants.

3. Providing a mechanism for RDCs to negotiate
with other departments of government for
specif ic prograns.

0f the many options that rnight be considered, it should

also be remembered that the strength of the RDC should not be

dependent on financial resources. The RDC concept is based

on the support of local bodies. It is important that financial

strings do not fundamentally alter the RDCs autonomy and irurovativeness.

Frustration and lack of response to sone of the above noted

issues prornpted the PRDC to present a subnission to the Provincial

Government in 1978. -In this submissiQn, the Boarcl of llirectors of PRDC

sought support for the establishment of a more effective liaison with

government. The PRDC asked the Government of l'{anitoba to def ine

its commitment to rural development through issuing:
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A new set of objectives--since the ones laid down
by Premier Schreyer may not necessarily be the
objectives of the present government;

A clear statement of provincial policy outlining
the RDC role and the nanner in which the provin-
cial government wí11 incorporate regional develop-
ment ðorporations into its development plans for
the Province; (statement by Fred lt{cGuinness,
Editor of the Brandon Sun, CBC Radio--December
22, 1977) .

The creation of developnent progl'ans which rvi 11
tal<e into account provincial priorities and
regional priorities of the RDCrs.

Consideration toward a new administrative and
funding structure at the provincial 1eve1 where-
by RDCrs no longer be a single departnent,
giving consideration to the possibili-ty of
clirect funding f rom Cabinet since RDC's serve
the interests of many departments. The
possibility of revamping the Economic Advisory
bevelopment Board or establishing a sinilar
pïovinð:-at board having its directors appointed
by the government and RDC's might be one
approach.

The establishment of a comnission for the
purpose of revievring and restructuring the
ROCI s if necessary in order to make them nore
effective in serving the development interests
of their reg,i^ons and the priorities of the
government. r8

Issues and concelns weïe identified in this chapter,

not to resolve them but to draw attention to then in an

objective manner. Following sections will review a number

of other regional development approaches'

1.

5.

18'Srb*irsion to the Task Force on Government Organization and
Economy" (Parkland Regional Development Corporation) on behalf
of Manitoba's Regionaí Development Corporation, January 1ó, 1978'
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CHAPTER 5

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT EXPER]ENCES
ÏN OTHER JURISDICTIONS

The PRDC and other RDCts in Manitoba rnay benefit fron a

review of approaches taken in other jurisdictions to deal with

regional disparities and economic development problems. It is

the irttent of the following section to present alternative re-

gional development approaches as well as aÍr array of views on

regional economic development that could be considered.

5.1 National

The federal government introducted Bill c-77, the Agricul-

ture REhabilitation and Development Act (ARDA) in 1960 whích

became law in 1961. The purpose of the ARDA legislation was

stated in very general terms "to f.acilitate the income and

enployment opportunities and irnprove the standard of living in
Irural axeas".t More specifically, the Bill contained four

provisions:

1. The Minister of Agriculture was authorized
to enter into agreements with provincial
governments or agencies.

2. The federal government was authorized to make
payments to the provinces for projects arising
out of the agreements and undertaken by a
Proyince gr agency on its behalf.

3. The Bill authorized the Minister of Agriculture
to undertake research programs in connection
with "alternative land use, soil and water
conservation, and the development and employ-
nent opportunities in rural agricultural areas.

lCanadar "Agricultural and
tunended by 14-L5 Elizabet}r
1961; 1966.

Rural Rehabilitation
II, Ch. 11, 0ttal^/a:

Act". (1966)
Queen!s Printer,
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4. The Bill authorizeð the establishrnent of
advisoïy committees and the appointnent of
menbers withrTespect to the other provisions
of the 8i11. '

The responsibility to initiate and irnplement ARDA programs lay

with the provinces . The federal government provided funds,

technical and administrative services as well as policy co-ordina-

tion.3 In 19ó5, new policy directions were taken towards rural

development and in 19ó6 the Fund for Rural Economic Develop-

ment (FRED) was passed amending ARDA legislatíon. The Bill

included four amendments, the most important one extending

the Act to include all rural areas in Canada as opposed only

to agricultural areas.

The Interlake Developrnent Plan in Manitoba was one of the

first :-arge sca1e, comprehensive regional developrnent plans in-

plenented in Canada. This ten year Federal-Provincial Develop-

rnent Agreement was signed in 1967. Any program fitting ARDA

guidelines was cost shared 50-50 between the provincial and

the federal government. Research was funded entirely by the

federal government. The Interlake proglam ended in lt4arch, I977

af.ter the expenditure of 8 5 mil lion dollars.

2n. Matviw and P. Nickel. A Study Guide to the Interlake
Planning Process, edited by al
ffite, university of Manitoba, 1975), p. 7.

3I"r, Gillies and Paul Nickel, Regional Developnent i+ Ma{rilgba's
Interlake: Designing, Managine an-Evaluating a Regional P1an.

l4anitoba, 1977), p. 15.
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The Interlake Agreement specified both a ratlonale and

procedure for deVelopment. The general guidelines noted that

a plan would involve the following:

1. physical, economic and social studies necessary
to the determination of the development problems
and potentía1 of the area;

2. the inyolyement of local people through the
establishment of rural developrnent committees
or s irnilar bodies ;

3. the preparation of comprehensive rural develop-
ment plans; and

4. the undertaking of a broad range of projects
for the development of the rural development
area in conformity with the development plans
to increase income and employment opportuni-
ties and raise standards of living.a

As the administrative structure is most irnportant in the

irnplementation of any program, the irnportant points in the

framework for management of the plan are noted as follows from

Part V of the agreement.

a. The Province has responsibility for implemen-
ting, operating, and maintaining the Plan except
for specific parts assigned to the Government of
Canada or those to be undertaken jointly. A Pro-
vincial Progran Administrator reporting to the
Minister of Agriculture coordinates the activities
of the various provincial departrnents and agencies
involved. I{e also maintains central f inancial
control over the provincì.a1 aspects of the Plan,
working directly r,{ith federal agencies involved
in this Agreement.

b. A Joint Federal-Provincial Advisory Board
composed of an equal nurnber of senior public
servants from both levels of government but no
fewer than six must meet at least bi-annually to
eyaluate the management of the Plan in terms of

4Federal-Provincial Rural Developrnent Agreement, 19 65-70,
Part VI, Section 33, p. 19.
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objectives, performance, and priorities.
reports to the Ministry of Forestry (now
for Canada and to the Minister of Agricul
Mani tob a.

This Board
to DREE)
ture for

c. A Federal Program Coordinator, appointed by
Canada, works directly with the Provincial Program
Administrator to review. and make recommendations
for aII joint programs and projects. It is his
Tesponsibility to coordinate the programs of the
federal agencies.

d. Canada and the Province must approve, by the
first of September each ye4T, estimates of the costs
of programs for the next fiscal year which cornmences
on April first of the following year. In addition,
an estimate of expenditures for the next five
years must be approved by the first of May of each
year. These estimates are recommended to the
federal government by the Joint Federal-Provincial
Advisory Board.

The objective of the management framern¡ork was the

settlement of conflicts at the lvlinisterial and Advi-sory

Board Level. ó

Three basic concepts underlay ARDA-FRED policies. The

first of these was self-help; the development process could be

dynanic and sustaining only if 1ocal people rvere actively involved

The formal irnportance of loca1 participation in the FRED

legislation enbodies this concern. The second concept was

that the regional context was an appropriate one for self-he1p

initiatives. Regional planning was responsive to 1oca1 needs

and aspirations and could be conducted on a personal, âs opposed

to an anonymous, basis. The final concept was that governrnent

planning with regions coulld be more f1exible, better reflect

Canadian reg

plurality of

ional diversity, and flow more naturally from a

interests. T

óo. Matviw
7 t. Gillies

and P.

and P.

Nickel, p. 36.

Nickel, p.27.
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The comprehensive area deyelopment plans undertaken through

ARDA-FRED, were to include the participation of 1oca1 people

in the planning process. Three main phases have been noted

in the effort to involve the people of the Interlake. The

first phase provided information to loca1 community leaders,

promoted ah." formation of 1oca1 community gïoups and developed

program priorities for action based on the particular situation
of the community. The second phase involved communities in

regional research and inventory projects dealing with community

and natural resources which could be used in developing community

programs and in analyzing proposed regional programs. The third
phase undertook preliminary action programs to develop knorr'n

Tesources of the area morc fu1ly.8

The first phase was carried out in three separate parts;

informal discussion, special conferences and the formation of

regional developrnent committees.9 It has been noted that the

conceptual basis for conmunity inyolvement was laid down through

discussion and information provided to 1oca1 leaders. Also in
the early stages the position of rural developrnent co-ordínator

was created. The objective of the initial community involvement

phase was to develop a faniliarity with the concepts, objectives

and strategies of rural area development.

8 I . Gillies and P. Nickel , p. 49 .

91. Gillies and P. Nickel, p. 49.
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Two Interlake Resources Conferences were held as a formal

step to involve 1oca1 people. The resource conferences were

specifically designed to establish 1oca1 development committees.

The guidance of the resident extension agent, the rural develop-

rnent co-ordinator and other resource peTSonS hIaS offered to

a1low. 1ocal committees to carry out studies and develop pr.iori-

ties for action. The Area Development Boards, as they came to

be ca1led, had five main functior,r:

1. to study and analyze information and loca1
communities;

2. to plan for the development of resources by
setting goals and priorities;

3. to take action on priority projects;

4. to establish co-ordination of the
' development effort and comnunication flow:

a, between communities and organizations
within the area,

b. with agencies outside the area; and

to evaluate prog.rguts for economic growth
and development. tu

An Area Developnent Board's membership was usually composed of

a cross-section of established interests within the 1oca1 com-

munities. The boards received support from provincial planners

and from visits of senior government officials. It was later

noted that the 1oca1 involvement process was successful to the'

extent that it faniliarized people with opportunities for

5.

1or. Gillies and P. Nickel, p. 50.
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Tegional development, created new comrnunications channels and

a regional identity. The formation of a regional identity is

best syrnbol ized by the creation of the Interlake Development

Corporation in 1969.11

A great deal of ernphasis was placed on research during the

initial stages of the Interlake planning process. Research

focused on human resouïce problerns and the natural resource

base. The research results were used in buílding the compre-

hensive development plan both by their contribution of substan-

tive information and by their role in raising 1ocal awareness

to development possibilitie r.I2
-The co-ordination of the rnulti-objective Tnterlake Program

was a most important consideration. It has been noted that inter-

departmental co-ordination was achieved in three main ways.

llll
J_. Through the co-ordination efforts of the Provin-

cial Administrator and the Federal Co-ordinator
who had to rely upon their own ability to
persuade and the expressed committment of the
various departments to the obj ectives of the Plan.

By the appointment of senior public servants from
each leve1 of government to the Joint Advisory
.B'oard. Through their involvement in evaluating
objectives, priorities, and performance, these
public servants gain an understanding of, as
well as a commitment to, the broader objectives
of the FRED program, enabling then to integrate
their departnent's efforts in line with stated
objectives. In their role as Board members they
therefore mediate between the Plan and their.
respective departments .

3. Through Cabinet committees at both 1evels of
governmant. Recourse was nade either to the

?

11r. ci11
12t. cil1

Nickel

Nickel

ies

ies

and

and

,P

'P

53.

53.

P

P
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Planning and Priorities Connittee or Manage-
ment Comrnittee at the provincial 1evel
or to the Privy Council or the Treasury Board
at the federal. This top-1eve1 structure
can be used by the Provincial Administrator
and Federal Coordinator if they are unsuccess-
fuI in gaining conmitrnents from the depa¡{-
ments in any of the less formal manneïs.r'

The Plan relied to a great deal upon a comnitment to objectives

and the abilities of the federal and provincial managers for
co-ordination. The flexibility of this type of arrangement

was thought to outweigh its disadyantages.

In summary, loca1 involvement was seen as an essential

part of the Interlake program. Opportunities for development

were_investigated, and priorities developed, based on the needs

and potential of each community.Rural area developnent committees

made up of 1oca1 Tepresentatives were organized to review infor-
mation gathered by resource specialists and to develop priori-
ties for community action. Research focused on human resource

problems and the natural resource base. Area developnent com-

rnittees set up under ARDA became area development boards under

FRED. The regional meetings and 1oca1 discussion hrere important 
.

factors in the formation of the Interlake Development Corporation.

Some of the problems facing the Parkland region

are sími1ar to those resulting in the Interlake plan. It has

been noted that the evolution and final form of the Inlerlake
plan cannot be understood without reference to the objectives

held by the three 1eve1s involved- federal, provincial and comnunity.

Each 1eve1 had differing views on the types of programs it would find
acceptable. One analysis suggests that the federal level attached priority to the
13o. lr{atviw and p. Nickel , p. 38 .
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economic efficiency of the area; the provincial 1eve1 thought income clis-

tribution was of prinrary ìmportance and the conrnrnity leve1 deterrnined that
standard of living was most important.14

5.2 Provincial

A brief overview of regional economic planning at the

Provincial level was prepared by Brewir.15 The following

section will summarize some of the policies, pro-

grams, institutions and administrative arrangements which have

been introduced by a number of other provinces in Canada to

encourage economic developrnent. Although one cannot arrive at a

fu11 understanding of the array of operational problernsÊn examination

of other approaches to regional development and planning rvi11

possibly identify some useful variations.

5.2.1 Western Pnouinces

British Columbia and Alberta

Brewis states that a characteristic objective of most re-

gional developnent plans is the attraction of new industry and,

whether conceived as part of a plan or not, all provincial

governments are attempting to attract industry. In Alberta as

in British Colunbia, tÌrere is a basic "free enterprise" approach

to industrial development. In the rnain, the government of British

Columbia seems to feel that it should p1-ay a ininimal role in

influencing the location of economic activity and it is perhaps

1¿-t-Department of Regional Economic Expansion, FRED: 1967 -1977
A Decade of Developrnent in the Interlake (A SW
15f. N. Brewis, Regional Economic Planning at the Provincial
Level in N. H. Lithwick, Regional Economic Policy: The
Caqadian Experiences (McG . 303-332.
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the farthest frorn the .concept of planning the development of

its regions. Compared to British Columbia, the government of

Alberta has been more active in introducing regional develop-

ment programs. Brewis notes, however, that individual depart-

ments go their own way and it is difficult to obtain a coherent

picture of their goa1s, policies and influence.

The province of Alberta has recently been divided into five
rnajor regions each serviced by a provincial industrial develop-

ment officer who lives and worlcs in the region. The develop-

ment officer's responsibility is to work with communities and

entrepreneurs, and reconmend the types of industriaT development

which appears to be most suited for the area.

Saskatchcwan

In Saskatchewan, Brewis specificly notes that industrial
development is not seen as the solution to economic problems.

Saskatchelran differs fron Alberta and Saskatchewan as it ís pre-

dominantly rural with urban centres heavily dependent on the

agriculture sector. Given the wide scattering of population,

Saskatchewan is unlikely to be able to attract industry other than

that related to agriculture or primary resources.

A joint planning committee has been established within the

province to try and tietogether the objectives and functions of

different departments and agencies covering such fields as

social development, housing transport, manpower, and federal

and provincial officials participate on it under the chairmanship

of a DREE official. However, Brewis feels that regional economic

planning of. a formal nature is not in place.
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saskatche'b/an is a.lso a rnember of the prairie provinces

Economic Council which meets periodically to discuss matters
of comnon interest but there is considerable conpetition between

the provinces for nehl industrial activity thus limiting cooperation.

5 .2 .2 Centz.al prouinee

Ontario

rn 1965, the Departnent of rndustry in the federal goveïn-

ment and the Department of Econornics and Developnent of the

Province of Ontario contributed to a conference at Oueen's Univer
sity of "Areas of Economic stress in canada,,, and that same

year the provincial government sponsored an "Internatíonal
Conference on Regional Development and Economic Change". Brewis

notes that these conferences were followed in April, l966 by a

staternent of the Premier of the Province on Regional

Developnent Policy entitled, "Design for Development,'. This
program will be discussed in greater detail in section 5.s
Basically, the irÉention of the governrnent was to strive for
regional economic speci-a1i zation. Brewis points out that the
province decided that responsibility for the control and administra-

tion of any regional undertaking by the governrnent should be

in the hands of a central authority. However, it r{ias the func-
tion of government to achieve its various objectives by encoura-
ging 1ocal initiative and responsibility in the provinces
planning for economic development.
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5.2.3 AtLantie pz,opinces

New Brunswick

Economic planning of a more fornal and cornprehensive

nature is carried on in New Brunswick. From early in 1968

a cabinet comnittee of the government of New Brunswick has

been involved in the fornulation of a comprehensiye development.
policy for the province. The cabinet comnittee under the
chairmanship of the Minister of Economic Growth includes
ministers from a nurnber of other departments includ.ing Natural
Resources, Fisheries and Agriculture, Municipal Affairs,
Labour, Highways and the Ilectric Power Comrnission. The premier

serves as an ex-officio member. The prirne responsibility of
the committee is to advi.se the cabinet on the formulation of
development policy for the province with a view to accelerating
development and providing a guide to expenditure priorities.
rt provides a forun for frequent discussion of problems and

opportunities, the resolution of conflicts of opinion as well as

for securing government approval of recommendations. The

Cabinet Committee established within the office of the premier

has its oï/n Secretariat and an Official's Committee provides the
necessary technical support. The secretariat maintains close
liaison with the Minister of Finance and the chairman of the
Treasury Board. The planning process itself involves the
review of government priorities, the potentials of the major
industrial sectors, the identification of key developnent
objectives, the formulation of strategy to accomplish thern and

the phasing of various pïograns and policies.
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New Brunswick, like other provinces, hopes to increase

ernployment opportunities and to reduce out-nigration. In
the case of extractive industries there is also concern to
increase output per worker. Though it is real ized that the
province suffers from severe locational disadvantag€s, the
attra.ction of secondary manufacturing industry on a large 

.sca1e
is regarded as a main priority of development policy, with both
federal and provincial t"ro,rt.à, d.irected to this end.

One of the crucial questions confronting the New Brunswick

process, and indeed aII development pïocesses, concerns the
decision structure on specific action to achieve general goa1s.

In New Brunswick the specific actions aïe defined by individual
departrnents which are encouraged to suggest objectives, priorities
and potential policies in a form which will pernit adequate

appraisal in terms of the overall goal of provincial economic

growth. The choice of various long term programs are then
integrated into the process of drawing up the annual budget.

considerable doubt exists as to the forms and magnítudes

of infrastructure and other expenditure 1ike1y to hasten develop-
ment most effectively and much analytical work needs to be done

before conclusions aïe reached. Brewis also notes that New

Brunswick like other provinces is paying considerable attention
to the co-ordination of nobility and social developnent programs

with those for economic development and specifically the educa-

tion, motivation, relocation, and rehabilitation of those per-
sons outside the main economic stream.
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Newfoundland

ïn Newfoundland, the general strategies of development

including sectoral and area development possibilities have been

outlined in a prelirninary paper prepared by the Minister of
Community and Social Development of the Province.

An Advisory Committee on regional development has been set

up in the P'rovince consisting of all Deputy Ministers having

a major role in deyelopment to ensure a high degree of co

ordination. Priorities and strategic planning have been outlined
under various headings in descending order of priority. Thus

Strategy A is related to the direct creation and expansion of
production in the various commodity sectors; strategy B is de-

signed to increase industrial and individual productivity;
Strategy C is designed to increase the rate of structural change

especially in prirnary resource activities; Strategy D includes

maintenance progïams to keep a viable activity in operation and

Strategy E involves alleviation prograns to facilitate adjustment

of declining sectors. Basic to the whole program is strategy
0 involving a systematic overview of all programs, in light of
the ultimate goal of the creation of job opportunities through

industrial development and expansion thereby reducing unemploy-

ment and underenployment. Three five year programs are en-

visaged and at the outset the bulk of DREE assistance will sup-

port road construction and municipal and industrial infrastructure.
The geographic distribution of expenditures has been considered

and a hierarchy of areas has been conceived consisting of four
main regions, fourteen sub-regions, thirty-seven deyeloprnent

areas and seventy-nine zones.
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5.2.4 Summary

Ïn summary, Brewis notes that few of the arrangements that
have been introduced by the various provinces to encourage

econornic development fa11 within the conceptual framework of
planning. IVhile Brewis did. not anaLyze Manitoba's provincial
structure for regional development in any detail he refers
to the planning process and machinery that has been introduced

as solnewhat infornal in nature. He also feels that public
participation in the formulation of plans and programs for indi-
vidual regions is essential to their success. Thus, Brewis

notes that the recommended strategy for the developrnent of rural
regions in Manitoba requires maxirnum participation
and control overthe development process by the people living
in the rural regions

It is interesting to note Brewis' thoughts on public
attitude towards change. He states that unless people understand

and are consulted in the planning of changes which affect their
future, there is 1ikely to be serious hesitance from many

areas. Error and failure can result fron lack of appreciation
of 1ocal attitudes and pressures

Brewis further notes that there is a great need for a vastly
enriched conceptual framework with which to approach regional
economic issues. Such a framer+ork must capture both the intra-
regional diversity and the inter-regional conplexities of the

Canadian economy. Brer.vis concludes that there aïe no national
guidelines which suggest the direction which regional plans rnight

take, a deficiency which he feels contributes to the difficul-
ties of effective planning at the regional leye1.
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5. 3 Sub -Proyincial Leyel

The Province of Ontario recognized that the relative lack
of success of specific programs to reduce regional disparities
warranted examination. It was also recognized that committments

to expanding social and economic opportunities and development

of the natural environment were commendable as ideals but

failed to highlight the real impact or the real intent of p.ublic
policy.

This section looks specificalry at the regional approach

to development adopted by Northern Ontario. As in the parkland

Region, the regional economy is also dependent to a great extent on pri-
mary resource activity. rt is the intent of this section to
identify some of the regional issues as discussed by the Ontarío
Economic Council on their analysis of this regions deyelopment

approach.

The regíona1 planning program adopted for north-ern develop-
ment in Ontario is ca11ed "Design for Development". The develop-
ment strategy of this program first selects growth points oï
growth centres as a prerequisite for the orderly spatial and

structural developnent of a region.

The characteristics of each centre are determined on the
basis of:

1. population base;

2- degree of diversification of industriar activity
and ernployrnent opportunities ;

3. degree of provision of urban anenities;
4 - degree of accessibility to various tïansport rnodes;

5. potential for growth and deyelopment.
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These centres are then priorized according to the prirnary focus

for new industry. The recommendations for economic development

fal1 into three broad categories:

1. urging that government províde various sorts of
financial incentive for private enterprise;

2. preparation of detailed feasibility studies in
various sectors;

3. advocating various types of infrastTucture develop-
ment, including the establishment of industrial
parks.

Further to the above, recommendations with respect to such

other areas of concern aS transportation and communication,

health and education, may be characterized as basically con-

cerned with providing a climate and framework, through public

responsibility for infrastructure that would tend to induce

expansion of the private sector in the designated centres.

An evaluation of the Design for Development strate gy by

the Ontario Economic Council makes some of the following

comments.l The intended ob.jective of planning regional develop-

ment in a manner complementary to the private sector in attemp-

ting to create an atmosphere for growth and development has

remained. But this objective is founded more in faith than

program experience. Local government reorganization, the crea-

tion of regional governments, the promise of a single compre-

hensive provincial plan have all served at various tines as the

focus point of the program. The changing objectives of the

program are, in part, a refJ_ection of the inevitable politi-
cal process of compromise and revaluation and the absence

lOntario Economic Councí1, I976, p.
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of a comprehensive set of regional deyelopment strategies.
A nunber of other general obseryations on regional develop-

ment have been made by the Ontario Econornic council. The

Ontario Economic Council quotes Richardson to characterize

the attitude of rnany observers of regional developn ent:2

Regional growth is almost inevitably unbalanced:
some regions are better endowed wíth Tesources than
others; investment is lurnpy , and many proj ects
have to be undertaken on a large scale- at a very
linited number of locations (due to demand constraints)
to be economic;external economies provide a strong
rnotive for agglomeration of industrial investment
at selected locations; markets are not distributed
evenly, and this results in inter-regional inbalance
in transport developnent and market óriented in-
dustries. Thus, economic forces are 1ikely to lead
to growth being concentrated in a linited number of
leading regions.

The above observations support the cumulative causation theory

of regional growth.

The Ontario Economic Council notes that if one accepts this
argument, the rationale for a regional development strategy is
linited. It has been pointed out that even in areas that have

adopted comprehensive regional strategies there is 1itt1e
evidence that intervention has made a significant contribution
to either reducing regional disparities or promoting economic

growth. The major determinants of economic deyeloprnent have

been the decisions of private enterprise and national policy
formulation.

2Richardson, 
H

p. 3.
H Regional Econornics, 1969, p 367 in Q.E. C
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The 0ntario Economic Council makes an important

point, namely that purely regional influences are only

one part of complex inter-actions which affect regional develop-

ment. Thus, a strategy for a region should be designed to

influence the developrnent of a region within a national or

provincial setting.

The Council points out that there is a tendency to measuïe

regional economic disparity in terms of per capita income. It
has been noted that such measures only indicate the symptoms of
the problem, not the causes. The causes stem from differing
Tesource endowments, distance fron markets, 1ow productivity,
1ow investment, and structural difficulties including rnarket

inperfections.

In response to questions raised on how regional goals and

objectives should be set the Council believes that consideration

should be given to relying to a greater extent on market forces

to determine the distribution of economic enterprise.
The Council states that if the obj ective is defined as the

reduction of regional economic disparities in terms of per

capita income, several options fo11ow including: greater rnobili-
ty out of the slolv growth regions, higher welfare ass istance,

or by providing incentives to encourage regional expansion.

other possible specific goals include the adjustment of unem-

ployment, under-ernployrnent, low productivity, and low parti-
cipation rates as the rnajor problems to be dealt with in the

region.
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5 .4 Conclusions

The assessment of regional developrnent experiences in other
jurisdictions is difficult. The federal exanple used in the

Interlake seems complete. The purpose of ARDA-FRED legislation
was to enhance incorne and employment opportunities and to in-
prove the standard of living in rural areas. Three basic

policies underLaying ARDA-FRED policies are noted: the deyelop-

ment of a proÇess for self-help; that the concept for self-help
in the regional context vüas appropriate; that goyernment plan-

ning with regions would better reflect regional diyersity and

interests. The approach adopted began with research to deter-

mine-problems and potentials for development. A major attempt

to inyolve 1oca1 people r^ras initiated . Conprehens ive rural
development plans were developed followed by the ímplementation

of a broad range of projects for rural development. The co-or-

dinatíon of the Interlake plan was achieved by: the co-ordination

efforts ofaProvincial Administrator and a Federal Co-ordinator:

a joint-advisory board; and Cabinet comrnittees at both 1eve1s

ofgoVernment.Ithasbeennotedthatprob1emswiththeInter

lake plan may be attributed to the differing views on the types

of programs each 1eve1 of government gave priority.
The general overview of regional econornic planning at the

provincial leve1 presented by Brewis gives one an ídea.of the

various approaches attempted in Canada. However, further study

would be required to assess the effectiveness of the varying

approaches. Brewis concludes in the reyiew presented that few

of the structures adopted to encourage economic development fa11

wíthin the conceptual frarnework of planning.
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The Ontario Economic Council in a review of the planning

program adopted by northern Ontario, note similar problems

to those occuring in the Parkland Region of Manitoba. The

Ontario Economic Council notes that even in areas that have

adopted cornprehensive regional strategies, there is 1itt1e

evidence that intervention rnade a significant contribution to

either reducing regional disparities or promoting economic

growth. The council notes the importance of the decisions of

private enterpise and national policy. These statements lead

to arguments that are constantly raised against certain regional

development policies. However, lack of infornation and evaluation

techniques make such arguments difficult to resolve.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this practicum is to aid the Parkland

Regíonal Developrnent Corporation in the regional econornic

development process. With this basic goal in nind, the

following study ob j ectives rtrere defined:

1. To synthesize relevant concepts, development
theories, and approaches in a context con-
s istent with regional economic developnnent
in the Parkland Region;

2. To analyze the organizational structure
and approach adopted by the Parkland Regional
Development Corporation in its effort to
prornote effective regional econornic developrnent.

.3. To provide a natural resource inventory to
aid in the analysis and identification of
development dynamics in the Parkland Region.

ó.1 Regional Development: Theory and Practice

Many definitions of regional economic development have

been formulated in the past. There have been as many approaches

to regional development as there have been definitions. The

conclusions that can be drawn from both the theoretical concepts

and the practical experiences seem to be in general agreement.

Authors dealing with the many issues of regional economic develop-

ment concede that no one simple theory or defínition adequately.

describes the regional economic development concept. Sini1-arl-y,

those working in the field of economic development agree that

while certain concepts outline basic goa1s, the implementation

of these concepts is difficult.

Regional economic development has many dífferent facets,
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and to learn from both theory and practice, one must examine

the goals to be achieved. Economic development in any region
must incorporate the fundamental underlying factors that deter-
mine the type of development appropriate to the areafs
economy. rt is also important to rearize that political boun-

daries are not contiguous with economic regions. Regional
planning, therefore, must incrude inputs from the federal, pïo-
vincial and 1oca1 1eve1s of government. Until regional economic

problems are defined clearly within the context of how a parti-
cular areats economy functions and interacts with the economies

of other jurisdíctions, regional economic policy will tend to
be ad hoc in nature.

Plan formulation involves several processes. A logical
framework for planning should include: objectives, progïarns to
achieve these obj ectives; techniques to measure linkages
between programs and objectives and evaluation of program suc-

cesses and failures. This circular process should involve each

1eve1 of government, politicians, civil servants, businesses,
comrnunity, and loca1 people must be involved. No single entity
can expect to develop and conduct regional economic developrnent

p1ans. It is therefore important that each actor in the develop-
rnent process understand the economic developrnent process and

work together towards the same end.

6.2 Regional Development corporations in Manitoba

rn the development of policies governments ostensibly
hold the view that public participation in the formulation of
plans and programs for individual regions is essential. The
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Parkland Regional Developnent Corporation as well as other

Regional Development Corporations in Manitoba, can play a very

important role in stimulating and encouraging public participa-
tion in the regional development process. The reconmendation

for the formation of the Regional Development Corporation con-

cept was based on this need for a 1oca1 involvement in economic

deve loprnent prograns .

The objectives under the lifunicipal Act

role of the Regional Developnent Corporatíon

ind

is

icate that the

to be a part

of the regional economic development process. These objectives

state that the Regional Development Corporations are to assist

and foster the economic development of the area; to assess the

economic potential of the area; to make recoÍlmendations for in-
provèrnent; and to assist and co-operate with municipalities,
the Provincial and Federal govenments, and other community groups

in planning for economic development. The rationale for the

formation of regional developnent corporations was to provide a

mechanism to al1ow loca1 interests a change to work together

towards regional economic development goals as well as to form

the critical link between the 1oca1 municipalities and other

1evels of government.

When the Regional Development Corporations hrere originally
conceived, the objectives presented in the rrletter of Patent"

were left to the autonorny of the corporation. The main focus

at that tine was on industrial developrnent. The Regional

Development Corporations are presently funded Iargely under

the Departrnent of Economic Developnent, whose main conceïn

is also indus trial developrnent.
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As the objectives of the Regional Developnent Corporations changed

from interpreting economic development as indus tríal econornic

development to broader goals of socio-economic development, the

interaction between the Regional Development Corporations and

the Departnent of Economic Development has also changed. simi-

1arly, the changing focus of the Regional Development Corpora- .

tions. in a number of regions has at times been met with differing
expectations at the municipal 1eve1.

The legislative objectives have suggested that Regional

Developnent Corporations assist and cooperate in creating and

planning for the economic development of the region. Late in
7970, then Premier Ed Schreyer inforrned the Regional

Developnent corporations that they r\rere to be involved

in the formation of comprehensive regional development plans for.
the respective regions. However, the specific planning functions in
terms of the identification of a particular planning group,

the endorsement of plans and involvement of 1oca1 people in
regional development in Manitoba remained unclear. Overal1, the

regional economic developnent process in Manitoba tends to be quite

unstructured. The lack of clarity and consistency of regional
objectives and also the lack of well defined regional develop-

ment processes has resulted in a lack of co-ordination and

communication between various government departnents, the

regional developrnent corporations, anð towns and municipalities
within a number of regions.
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6.3 The Parkland Regional Deyelopment örporation
The Parkland Regional Development Corporation was established

in 1968. Over the past decade, the Parkland Development Corpora-

tion has addressed many prob,lerns and has continued to build
upon this experience in an attempt to establish sound regional
developnent goals and strategies to approach these goa1s.. Re-

gional development has multip1e. goals involving a number of disci-
plines. Balance is required between regional plan formulation
and plan irnplementation. rn addition, there is a need for the

effective coordination of regional pïograms. Changing economic

and political climates must be considered in addition to the

changing social needs of people within the Parkland Region.

The Parkland Regional Development Corporation for these reasons

identified the need to gather information on the region's natural
resources to assist in future development planning. It is appa-

rent that the approach to developrnent, clarifying both the pur-

pose and function of the corporation to mernber municipalities,
as well as the provincial and federal governments, is most irnpor-

tant to the corporations effectiveness. Challenges for
regional economic development in the Parkland Region of Manitoba

that nust be addressed by all of the actors in the regional
development process rnay be summarized as follows:

1. Clarification and coordination of regional
economic policy objectives at the federal,provincial and 1oca1 1eve1s;

2. To strengthen the identity of regional
planning areas;

3. The broadening of the pRDC's membership base
and examination of ways to increase interaction
between comrnunities and municipalities
in the region;
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4. The developrnent and inplementation of
a well defined development strategy, both
at the provincial and 1ocal 1eve1;

5. The developnent and refinement of a mechan-
isrn to a11ow lö.ca1 input into provincial
regional planning;

6. The provision of adequate financial Tesources
to development agencies to provide the neces-
sary research and development activities.

The basic objective of this practicum was to deal with some

of the theoretical aspects of régional economic developrnent and

to provide a perspective on the development approach of the

Parkland Regional Development Corporation. The final objective
outlined in this study was to develop a nutual resource inven-

tory for the Parklands region.

6.4 Natural Resource Inventory

Regional economic development requires information to ensure

effective policy formulation. The Parkland Regional Develop-

ment Corporation has recently initiated a regional planning

program. One of the main strategies concerned the development

of the region's natural resources potential.

The importance of the natural resource base to the region's

economy, life sty1e, and quality of life is a major considera-

tion in any regional development strategy. Ernploynent in the

prinary sector of the economy (agriculture, forestTy, fishing,
trapping, and nining) accounts for 40 percent of the regions

total ernployment. The output in dollar terms of agriculture
and related trade sector together accounts for over 70 percent

of the regional total. The economic growth prospects of the
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regional economy are highly dependent upon agricultural produc-

tion which, in turn, affects the trade sector. population

trends and migration patterns also reflect the changes occuring.
Technological advances ín agriculture and the increased mobility
of people have concentrated the population in a few larger
trade and service centres in the region.

0ther natural resource sectors, while less important, ldd
economic stability to a number of towns and rnunicipalities in
the region. Outdoor recreation holds considerable potential
both in economic terms and to enhance the quality of 1ife.
Fish and wildlife resources are abundant in the region and

deserve careful considerations in the developnent of other

resource activities such as agriculture and forestry. The per-

formance of rnining in the Parkland Region is tied to the peï-

formance of the construction industry.
The natural resource inventory provided in this practicurn

is important to the fornation of a regional development strategy
for the Parkland Region. Questions raised in relation to each

resource activity note planning considerations that should be

referred to.

ó.5 Further Study

This study has identified a number of areas that deserve

further study. Generarry, Tegional economic development in
Manitoba would benefit from:

1. The adoption of a more explicit framework for
regional economic developnent and planning.
The major components of this framework thát
must be considered include:
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(a) The preparation of a research plan to identify
information needs for plan formulation, moni-
toring and evaluation,

(b) The creation of a formal mechanism for
the inplementation of development programs,

(c) The design of a strategy for coordinating
regional development programs.

6.6 Concluding Comrnent

Regional economic development is a continuing process.

This practicum has made suggestions that will further this
process. It must be recognized however, that this practicum

is only the first step in the analysis and formulation of a

regional development strategy for the Parkland Region of Manitoba.
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